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Abstract
Due to requirements of large bandwidth and increased computational complexity, con­
ventional cellular systems cannot guarantee minimum service levels to all users. To 
address this problem, this PhD work introduces fixed cluster based CC-CMAC and im­
plements flexible resource allocation to reduce interference from outside cluster. Practi­
cal parameters like cell based path loss, fiat fading, power control and non homogeneous 
user distribution are modelled. Major contribution of this work includes proposal of 
a channel model to represent useful and interfering channel links and application of 
information theory to derive average per cell sum rate. Further, for large number of 
users, closed form representation of sum rate is derived. Using multiple bins, a re­
source efficiency scheme for CC-CMAC is formulated. Since interference varies across 
different cells and transmit power is limited on uplink, coupled and decoupled power 
allocation schemes are introduced and their performance compared. A general bin and 
power coupled frequency allocation problem for CC-CMAC is formulated and referred 
to as the bin allocation problem (BAP). Using analogy with graph theory as applied for 
MI-FAP problems, solution to BAP is proved as NP Hard. Genetic algorithm (GA), a 
commonly used heuristic technique was used to solve BAP. This was implemented us­
ing blocked sized crossover, variable mutation and value encoding techniques (for power 
representation). The closed form representation of BAP was used as fitness function to 
the modified G A. The uniform user distribution was extended to include time-varying 
non homogeneous traffic distribution. GA complexity was modelled and analyzed for 
three scenarios including circular, linear and randomly generated high user density 
traffic. Results show that by using decoupled power allocation, sum rates close to 95% 
of mathematical upper bound (FC-CMAC) are acheived. This is implemented using 
careful selected power allocation conditions and fine bin granularity. Final contribution 
involves formulation of user based network utility function for a range of fairness condi­
tions. The system is optimized for fairness, which imposes QoS constraints on all cells 
within a cluster, and maximization of per cell sum rate. Results show that by impos­
ing moderate fairness and proportional fairness conditions, coupled power allocation is 
optimal. In high AP density, a 20% reduction in sum rate leads to increase in fairness 
of 10*^  percentile users by upto 8 %. The architecture and signalling complexity of GA 
based architecture was analyzed and proposed. Therefore, depending on the mobile 
operators’ business model, a range of conditions could be applied to the system under 
study. This is a realistic paradigm which has implications for spectrum allocation issues 
for next generation systems.
K ey w ords: Fixed Clusters, Information Theory, Radio Resource Optimization, Ge­
netic algorithms
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Chapter 1
An Introduction
1.1 M otivation
According to a 2008 survey , the world’s total mobile traffic measured to about 1.1 
exabytes (EB) (trillion megabytes). It is forecasted to grow to 2.5 EB this year (2010) 
reaching 18 EB in 2014; 78% of this traffic (14 EB) is expected to be generated by mobile 
broadband technologies [2]. Mobile broadband customers are categorized as users of 
: (a) dongle/ embedded laptop (portable data gadgets) and (b) smart phones (hand 
held). It has been established by operators like AT&T  ^ (USA) and 02 (UK) that smart 
phone customers generate signalling overhead, which account for at least 8  times data 
traffic generated by other customers. Since smartphones customers have larger traffic 
share, this implies a severe capacity problem for the operators. One possible solution 
to this problem is to aggregate BSS (Base Station Subsystem) in a way that high speed 
links connect receivers within small cells[2] to a central processor (CP) [3, 4]. This 
specific scheme is referred to as receiver (AP) cooperation. Such a technique eliminates 
cost of real estate acquisition, lowering power requirements and making efficient use 
of the limited available spectrum. Hence, receiver cooperation in cellular systems is 
considered to be effective. In realistic systems however, high speed links from APs to 
a single CP are too complex to implement. This motivates the use of multiple CPs 
which are implemented in a decentralized manner. In this thesis, a CP is assigned for 
^Please see Q0399 Report (www.att.com)
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each set of aggregated BSS is referred to as joint processing control unit (CU). Each 
CU serves a cluster of APs. Deployment of multiple CUs, however leads to interference 
from within as well as out of the cluster. Depending on the cluster size, interference 
received at APs within a cluster depend on the location of AP within that cluster. The 
choice of an appropriate frequency allocation scheme can help reduce the harmful effect 
due to this interference.
A serious gap in knowledge does exist in efficient use of spectrum resources for AP 
clustered cellular systems. Since power and bandwidth are coupled, an efficient alloca­
tion strategy should explore joint frequency and power allocation. Since interference is 
measured at level of user groups, a cell based frequency and power allocation scheme 
is hence required. The focus of this thesis is hence to gain insight into techniques and 
methods which use degrees of freedom offered by allocating power and bandwidth in 
irregular manner. This can be used to enhance performance in the uplink of multi­
ple jointly processed wireless systems as characterized by infrastructure based wireless 
networks.
1.2 Infrastructure Based W ireless Networks
Infrastructure based wireless networks consist of a central controller which facilitates 
coordination between APs. Each AP serves a group of users which are assigned to 
a cell based on geographic proximity. Current cellular systems are one of the most 
popular type of infrastructure networks [5]. Conventionally, no AP cooperation exists 
making the central controller easy to implement. Recent studies however indicate the 
advantage of AP cooperation [6 , 7, 4, 8 ]. With joint processing of cells, the central 
controller decodes signals from multiple APs. These APs receive signals from the 
users in their cells. It is hence theoretically possible to jointly decode APs to reduce 
interference in current infrastructure based wireless networks.
Motivated by emerging multimedia applications, future cellular systems will exhibit 
significant dynamics in user and channel coefficients. User can have a very high data 
rate requirement on the one hand, and variable data service rate requirement on the 
other. The former are referred to as High Priority (HP) users, whereas the latter are
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referred to Best Effort (BE) users [9]. The traditional approach of statically allocating 
power and frequency resources to HP and BE users leads to waste of scarce power 
and spectrum. This is because HP has minimum resource requirements where as BE 
users have variable resource requirement. This requires an extra link budget margin in 
order to maintain acceptable performance in worst case fading conditions. To facilitate 
dynamic allocation of channel resources, segregation of data rates and delay restraints 
on part of operator is now becoming more feasible [9]. Based on the above facts, there 
is a need to support flexible rate requirements.
To support flexible rate requirements for a given power and bandwidth constraint, it 
is required that resources are assigned flexibly to different bandwidth regimes. Oper­
ators are now more interested in flexible resource allocation to support heterogeneous 
applications. Hence the focus on dynamic resource allocation in the context of fixed 
clustered cellular systems. Prom an information theoretic perspective, the uplink of 
cellular networks employing cooperation between receivers is referred to as coopera­
tive cellular multiple access channel. Full cooperation across all cells as exemplified 
by Wyner’s GCMAC model [4] is known to provide the largest capacity region which 
provides an upper bound. Non cooperation between any group of cells is known to 
be less efficient. Cluster based cooperation is used as a compromise between the two 
extreme cases. These concepts are investigated in the following section.
1.2.1 Fully C ooperative C ellular M u ltip le  A ccess C hannel (FC -C M A C )
Consider the uplink case for a multi-user multi cell network. Multi-user reception for 
transmission across cell borders often mentioned in the context of distributed antenna 
systems has known to improve quality of link and coverage [10]. In this model, the users 
are jointly decoded at a central processor using delay-free versions of signals received 
at the multiple receivers in the network. To achieve upper bound, an infinite capacity 
‘backbone’ network connects all APs to a central unit which jointly processes all signals. 
The central unit is aware of all the user’s code books( or encoding functions [3]) and 
CSI. This model fits to the information theoretic framework of fully cooperative cellular 
multiple access channel (FC-CMAC). It provides the largest capacity region which is
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used as a benchmark against which all achievable sum rates are compared.
Such a framework however is not realisable in practice. This is because the system 
complexity typically grows exponentially with growing number of users in a network. 
With N  cells and K  users per cell the decoding complexity increases by the exponential 
order of N K . In the context of future wireless cities, it will not be uncommon to use 
a very large number of cells to accommodate the increased user traffic within urban 
centres. For example, London has a population density of 5100 persons/km^. In the 
case of FC-CMAC, accommodating such a traffic would require a complex receiver and 
high implementation costs.
1.2.2 N on  C ooperative  C ellular M u ltip le  A ccess C hannel (N C -C M A C )
None of the APs in a conventional cellular systems cooperate amongst themselves. The 
uplink is hence referred to as Non Cooperative Cellular Multiple Access Channel (NC- 
CMAC). Here, for each AP in an N  cell system, there is a maximum interference from 
N  — 1 cells. Frequency reuse has been used to alleviate the level of interference. The 
classical interference avoidance scheme divides the frequency band into B  equal width 
intervals. These channels are allocated to cells such that adjacent cells do not share 
the same channel. Although reuse scheme reduces interference, only ^  of the entire 
spectrum is available to each cell. With the limited spectrum available, the bandwidth 
can be partitioned to generate multiple parallel communication links. These can be 
used to address some of the limitations of the current systems.
1.2.3 C luster C ooperative C ellular M u ltip le  A ccess C hannel (C C - 
C M A C )
Although FC-CMAC is optimal in performance, it is impractical to implement. More­
over, performance of NC-CMAC is limited by inter cell interference. Hence, a com­
promise is required where higher efficiency of full cooperation can be used to enhance 
efficiency of conventional systems without making the system increasingly complex.
An AP cluster is a cell grouping in which all APs are served by a CU. Most recently, 
clustered based processing has been proposed in the framework of isolated groups [1 1 ],
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local message passing [12, 13]'and limited back haul [14]. For geographically fixed 
clusters, it is more feasible to allocate resources to users in fixed cluster formation. In 
information theoretic terms, the channel formed by cluster cooperative APs is referred 
to as Fixed Cluster Cooperative Cellular Multiple Access Channel (CC-CMAC). Specif­
ically, a hexagonal grid of N  cells is assumed which is partitioned into Q fixed and 
identical clusters. Hence N /Q  represents size of the fixed cluster. Such a framework en­
hances the efficiency of conventional cellular systems without being infinitely complex 
like the FC-CMAC. Figure 1.1 shows the delay less high capacity transmission from 
users served by 7 APs to the CU. Here users are equal and uniformly distributed and 
an infinite backhaul is assumed.
In evaluating system efficiency, one of the detriments is interference. Inter Cluster 
Interference is the dominant type of interference in CC-CMAC. Since edge cells are 
more prone to interference from neighbouring cells in adjacent clusters, the level of 
interference at the edge and centre of a cluster is not the same [15]. Hence techniques are 
required to address the varying degree of interference. As far as PHY layer is concerned, 
power allocation can effect the level of interference caused in multiple clusters. Power, 
however is closely linked to bandwidth allocation. The investigation of system efficiency 
based on bandwidth and power allocated to CC-CMAC is discussed in the following 
section.
1.3 R adio R esource M anagem ent for Cellular M ultip le  
A ccess Channel (CM AC)
Radio resource management refers to the timing, ordering and quantifying of funda­
mental resources required to achieve a successful communication link. These resources 
include bandwidth, and transmission power. Civen a centralized scheduler, the per­
formance of cellular systems depends on assigning bandwidth and power resources to 
users, and optimizing this allocation against practical restrictions.
Traditionally, frequency planning is implemented by allocating frequency to small net­
work zones. Such a zone consists of one or more cells. Within each zone, a given
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CU
Delay less, error 
free high capacity 
transmission link
AP
Figure 1.1: Uplink scenario for users uniformly distributed across 7 cells. CU jointly 
decodes data from all 7 APs through delayless error free high capacity links. Bold line 
represents cluster boundary, whereas the dashed line represents the boundary of each 
cell within the cluster.
frequency is only allocated once. The number of times this frequency block is used 
in all the network zones is referred to as reuse factor [16]. The interference due to 
frequency reuse can be mitigated by using multi-user diversity. It is here that resources 
can be managed to control interference. Radio resource management for CMAC can 
be characterized by the following [17]:
1 . Antennas : Capacity is an increasing function of number of antennas [17, 7]. 
Spatial multiplexing and diversity transmission are used in MIMO technologies, 
whereas SDMA and dirty paper coding are used in multi user MIMO. As anten­
nas need analogue circuitry for operation, the increased cost discourages use of 
collocated antennas (micro-diversity). The preferred system referred to as virtual 
antenna array formed (macro-diversity) connects APs within a cluster through a 
high capacity link to its Control Unit(CU) which is then connected using conven­
tional E l /T l or microwave links to the Central Frequency Planner Unit residing 
at the operator’s end.
2. Bandwidth : Increased use of frequency resources lead to enhanced resource effi­
ciency. This helps optimize spectral efficiency per unit bandwidth.
3. Transmission Power : Power is a non-linear function of resource efficiency in in-
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terference prone networks. Quality of wireless link is hence determined using 
a)power control (synchronized coexistence of mutually interfering links), h)power 
allocation (distribution of resources to maximize efficiency of transmission power) 
and c)power adaptation {adapting power requirements to the time varying envi­
ronment).
In CC-CMAC, distributed multi antenna system is implemented in the form of jointly 
processed APs within a cluster. Joint coupling of power and bandwidth is used to 
optimize efficiency of CC-CMAC. In this context, bandwidth and power allocation is 
discussed in Section 1.4. Due to the possible restriction on back haul capacity, and 
the fact that in practise user behaviours are non homogeneous, different interference 
cancellation strategies can be implemented for CC-CMAC. As in [18], one such strategy 
is the degree of cell based coordination required by a mobile operator. All the users 
belonging to cells within a cluster share the same set of frequency resources. Power, 
however is allocated individually to each user in the system. Diversity refers to advan­
tage due to multiple independent paths from transmitter to receiver where resources 
can be reused [5]. By using joint decoding of APs within a cluster, users employing 
joint power and bin allocation can gain due to spatial diversity advantage gained due 
to multiple receiving antennas within clusters. This has a two pronged effect. It fa­
cilitates multi user advantage for users within the cluster. Secondly, it helps overcome 
interference originating from cells belonging to other clusters. The system flow chart 
.using joint power and frequency management in CC-CMAC is shown in Figure 1 .2 .
1.4 Joint power and frequency m anagem ent for C C -C M A C
As discussed, the interference issues for CC-CMAC are complex. All the transmissions 
for user within the cluster are not considered harmful. Transmission from users out of 
cluster are however considered harmful. A radio resource strategy should address both 
types of interferences.
Here the network physical parameters are provided as input to the CFP which optimize 
the power, and bandwidth allocation according to user distribution and the network
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Central Frequency 
Planner (CFP)
at Operator End
Frequency Optimizer and allocator 
(GA based)
Average power path 
loss information
Delay less, error 
free high capacity 
transmission link
l^^ted
frequency
allocation
Figure 1.2: Concept of Centralized Frequency Planner (CFP) using bin based allocation 
as allocated to uniform users in a CC-CMAC.
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efficiency criteria. The optimized allocation is systematically fedback to network. Fre­
quency planning takes place centrally at operator’s end. Consider the CU-CFP in­
terface. The interface is defined as medium through which the electrical and logical 
signals are transferred between the distributed CUs and the OFF at the operator’s 
end. The logical signals and protocol for sequencing is referred to as signalling. This 
is discussed in detail in Chapter 6 . The CU to CFP signalling involves average cell 
pathloss information wheras CFP to CU signal includes updated bin allocation for the 
7 CUs. Each CU is connected to CFP via delay-less high capacity transmission links 
as in [14]. Here, the optimization algorithm for resource allocation is evaluated using 
network parameters is run using defined metric for evaluating system efficiency. The 
updated allocation is fed back to the cellular network through the CU.
1.4.1 B in  based  frequency a llocation
Bins are subchannels with fiat PSD. Specifically, bins are disjoint equal width frequency 
intervals across the available spectrum. Hence, bins can be used to model dynamic 
channel allocation. Further, it is assumed that no CSI exists at the transmitter side and 
Gaussian codebook is used for each user transmission. Under such a scheme it can be 
assumed that each bin has a fiat transmit power spectral density. Moreover, a similar 
set of bins is allocated to each user in a cell. Being jointly processed, transmissions 
from within the cluster are not considered harmful for all APs within the same cluster. 
Further, bins are flexible: they can be grouped to form a contiguous channel or disjoint 
interval patterns. The power allocated to bins could also be intelligently assigned to 
optimize system efficiency. These could then be suitable in a wide variety of system 
architectures [19].
Bin allocation is therefore suitable for resource management using bandwidth and power 
respectively. By joint allocation, it is ensured that benefits due to power and bandwidth 
allocation can be availed simultaneously as in Chapter 4. A good bin and power 
allocation strategy also depends on user distribution and dynamics. The scheduling of 
bin allocation can be modified such as to accommodate time varying non-homogeneous 
user density distribution or power adaptation. This has practical applications in circular 
(unconventional roundabout traffic patterns like the Collingwood Circle [20]), linear and
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random traffic movement patterns. These are studied in Chapter 5 of this thesis.
Using concept of bins, dividing available spectrum gives flexibility in allocation as it 
increases the degrees of freedom. A large B  allows for more parallel non interfering 
communicating pairs. However, large B  also increases likelihood for the receivers to be 
interference prone. Hence, a careful allocation strategy is needed to optimize system 
wide efficiency.
1.4.2 B in  a llocation  schem es for C C -C M A C
Two static scenarios can be applied to bin based allocation. These scenarios are already 
considered for NC-CMAC:
1. Full Reuse Allocation: All the users contribute to network sum rate.
2. Orthogonal Allocation: Users from adjacent cells do not share same resource.
Spatial diversity is however acheived using multiple jointly decoded antennas[21]. For 
CC-CMAC, the above solutions are not considered optimal. This is because multiple 
antennas available can result in higher levels of interferences. Depending on location of 
transmitting user, this leads to both desired and harmful interference. Nevertheless, 1 
& 2 can be used as a benchmark for comparing performance of clusters in CC-CMAC. 
This is comparable to cell based resource allocation in NC-CMAC.
Evaluating increased efficiency and SINK requirement are important components of a 
resource allocation scheme. Due to increased degrees of freedom, transmitting over 
partitioned bandwidth or bins increases SINR and hence efficiency. This however sat­
urates due to increasing likelihood of interference. However, system geometry and user 
distribution have significant impact on required frequency allocation schemes for de­
ploy able wireless networks. The later is a function of time and hence time varying 
frequency schemes are more applicable than static reuse schemes.
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1.4.3 P o w er A llo c a tio n  fo r C C -C M A C
The level of harmful interference in CC-CMAC depends on the allocated frequency the 
cell location within the cluster, and the frequency resources allocated to cells belonging 
to adjacent clusters. Civen a 7 cell fixed cluster as shown in Figure 1.1, although the 
cells within the cluster are symmetric, interference at each cell varies from one cell 
to the other. To increase degrees of freedom, increased power regulation per bin is 
required.
Due to the nature of interference, asymmetric allocation of resources to users within 
CC-CMAC is required. Such a system has been considered recently as in [2 2 ]. Joint 
bin and power allocation is implemented using N  x B  bin allocation matrix. Here the 
rows represent the N  cells indexed with transmitting users (n =  1 , . . . ,  A) and columns 
represent the bin allocation B. The n , 6  index the two states ; no allocation and allo­
cation with a given transmit power.By varying power constraint, different applications 
for joint power-bin allocation can be explored. This includes (a) power constraint over 
whole spectrum for each user, and (b) power constraint per bin for each user. To mea­
sure the effect of bin coupling, power constraint per user and power constraint per bin 
are considered.
1.5 Perform ance m easure for allocation in CC-CM AC
As per ITU Standard X.902, QoS is defined as the ability of a network to guarantee a 
set of quality requirements on a single or group of users. High QoS improves level of 
service from the operator’s point of view. Recently, ITU-T Recommended QoE [23] as 
a measure for overall acceptability of application or service as seen through the eyes 
of end users. QoE unlike QoS depends on user’s internal states, its environment of 
operation and characteristics of the wireless communication system it is part of [23]. 
In this thesis, the emphasis is on operator end quality measure rather than user end 
service delivery. Hence the choice of QoS.
In the context of bin allocation, QoS refers to the sum rate generated due to bins al­
located to users within a cell. This indirectly determines QoS for users belonging to
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a network. Hence QoS is rate centric rather than service and application specific. An 
acceptable QoS would mean that the users in a cell have data rate which is acceptable, 
whereas a non acceptable QoS would mean the user in a cell have data rate which is not 
acceptable to operator as per requirements of the business. If the operator’s objective is 
to maximize system throughput, only the cells with good channel conditions are given 
preferential treatment. The cells with poor channel condition are not given equal share 
of bin resources as compared to the cells with good channel conditions. To solve this 
disparity, a fair metric can be framed on the level of user groups. Trade off between 
sum rate and fairness helps satisfy service requirement of users which motivates the 
use of utility in communication theoretic framework [24]. QoS balancing is a cell based 
utility function, which is used to demonstrate the service requirement trade-off between 
sum rate and fairness in CC-CMAC. This is detailed in Chapter 6
By using QoS balancing, it is possible to balance sum rate contribution by users within 
cells located in a cluster. With no fairness constraint, the sum rate for each user can 
be maximized over the whole network. With different fairness coefficients, the level of 
fairness across a system can be controlled. The intelligent resource allocation technique 
refers to those design schemes which allocate resources in optimal way and reuses them 
in design of complex systems [25]. Intelligent resource allocation techniques such as 
genetic algorithm have been implemented for QoS optimization using different input 
traffic distributions for spectral efficiency gains [26]. The QoS balancing function used 
in this thesis is similarly optimized by applying the joint coupling of power and bin 
allocation for a range of traffic conditions. This concept is discussed in the following 
section.
1.6 O ptim ization Framework &: G A  based Form ulation
As discussed, the QoS balancing function is used as a metric to maximize efficiency 
of the network under consideration. The system is optimized using flexible bin based 
allocation for users in CC-CMAC. QoS balancing with no fairness implies sum rate 
maximization. This is chosen as it has been widely studied in wireless and DSL system
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designs [27]. Evaluating information theoretic sum rate for multi user cellular systems 
is however a complex optimization problem [28]. Since CC-CMAC is known to be more 
complex than NC-CMAC, the sum rate characterization of CC-CMAC is also a complex 
optimization problem. Further, in this work Bin Allocation Problem for CC-CMAC 
is proved as NP Hard Problem. Hence there is a need for sub optimal techniques to 
optimize efficiency of CC-CMAC.
1.6.1 G enetic  A lgorithm s
In cell planning, engineers should consider constraints such as budgets (cost of excessive 
APs), availability of AP sites, propagation based measures and required QoS. Due to 
explosive growth in traffic, manual planning of cell sites has become infeasible. Auto­
matic planning tools use powerful optimization algorithms to evaluate large number of 
cell sites in a relatively short time. Further, planning tools are also useful in tracking 
non homogeneous traffic situations and use it to calculate system efficiency. Genetic 
Algorithm (GA) as introduced in [29] is one such tool which is a well known heuristic 
technique especially in channel allocation schemes [30, 19]. GA was chosen as it is 
robust; it has flexibility to deal with discontinuities and large multi-modal noisy search 
spaces [31, 32]. The following summarizes the main advantages of applying GA for QoS 
balancing using bins in CC-CMAC:
1 . GA does not require complex operation on fitness function (only requires log(-) 
formulation which is optimized in simple recursive steps).
2. GA can be used to tune large cohort of parameters on a set of population (solu­
tions). In the current model, power, bandwidth and channel characteristics for a 
system level simulation study need to be concurrently analyzed.
3. GA has been found useful in optimizing parameters with extremely complex cost 
surfaces (fading, channel coefficients due to irregular bin allocation) [17].
4. GA provides a list of stable frequency allocation values (for known probability of 
mutation, crossover) [19].
Justification and comparison of heuristic techniques with GA is done in Section 2.9.
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1.7 Fundam ental System  Level A ssum ptions
System: Uplink sum rate of users is evaluated. The AP is assumed to be at the centre 
of a hexagonal cell and users are distributed uniformly throughout the cell. Flat fading 
is considered and the fading dynamics is considered faster than the size of the code 
book. The channel matrix for transmission depends on the pathloss from users in the 
system to the APs in question.
A P  Cooperation: A 7 cell sized cluster is assumed. It contains multiple contiguous APs 
forming a flower shape. Each AP connects to CU via delay free high capacity links. 
There are infinitely large number of cells in the system. All users within the cluster 
have access to each others’ code books. In [3], codebook is referred to as encoding 
function. Here encoding function treats data stream as sequence of symbols which are 
inputted to the channel. Codebook is hence a selected plurality of data transmission 
code vectors chosen for transmission [33] from users to all APs in a cluster.
Frequency allocation: Frequency resource allocation is implemented through non inter­
fering, disjoint frequency intervals defined as bins. Bins have no guard bands. Each bin 
is sensitive to variation of power allocated over the assigned bandwidth. Similar set of 
bins can be assigned to users within the cell using varying power levels depending on 
the transmit power constraints.
Optimization: GA based heuristics are used and modified to suit different levels of 
power granularity and to suit various user distribution scenarios. This is used to ap­
proximate the optimal allocation schemes for bin based formulation. A QoS balancing 
framework measures different fairness conditions (including no fairness) on CC-CMAC. 
These assumptions are discussed in detail in Chapter 3.
1.8 C ontributions
This thesis makes the following research contributions in the context of bin allocation 
for a CC-CMAC:
• Framework for enhancing efficiency in cellular systems without using an infinitely
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complex receiver. The system model for bin allocation in CC-CMAC is derived 
in Chapter 3 using concepts from information theory. A low complexity sum 
rate formulation is derived in Chapter 4. This is applicable for a wide variety of 
applications.
• Using discrete equal width frequency intervals, framework of joint frequency and 
power allocation was improvised in CC-CMAC. This framework accounts for bin 
granularity, non homogeneous user distribution and different power constraints 
(coupled as well as decoupled power allocation). This is discussed in Chapter 
4&5.
• NP Hardness proof for bin allocation problem in CC-CMAC (Chapter 6 ). Us­
ing heuristics (CA), bin allocation is analyzed for different uplink cooperation 
schemes at the AP. The performance is documented for variable AP densities, 
frequency and power granularity. This is detailed in Chapter 4&5.
• A novel system architecture to implement CA optimized bin allocation for CC- 
CMAC. This architecture caters to non-uniform user distribution in each cell (Chap­
ter 6 ) and non-homogeneous traffic distributions propagating across the cells (Chap­
ter 5 ) to simulate realistic modelling parameters.
• Derivation and application of cell level utility coined as QoS Balancing function. 
This formulation compares varying degree of fairness and efficiency conditions. 
User grouped sum rate is derived using SIC, and cell level utility is used as per­
formance measure to optimize power and bin allocation. This is used to enhance 
fairness and efficiency of cells in CC-CMAC depending on criteria set by operator. 
This is further discussed in Chapter 6 .
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1.10 Thesis O utline
The thesis is divided into five technical chapters (Chapter 2 - 6 )  and a conclusion as 
detailed in the flow chart of Figure 1.3
C h ap te r 2 details basic concept of multi user information theory and classical work 
on CCMAG. The log det formulation is referred. It is used to analyze localized perfor­
mance of jointly processed cellular systems. As a means to reduce interference, channel 
allocation schemes for CC-CMAC are are studied. As a follow on, utility based frame­
work is introduced and its limitations in terms of the problem definition is discussed. 
Finally, popular fairness measures are discussed to consolidate the literature review.
C h ap te r 3 presents the case for localized joint processing and the motivation for cur­
rent approach. The system model is detailed. Assumption for this work are discussed. 
Monte Carlo based average system model equation is derived from mutual information 
theory concepts. Practical system model parameters are further detailed.
C h ap te r 4 compares the effect of bin and power granularity on the frequency allocation 
of CC-CMAC in a CA framework. Bin based allocation is detailed and closed form 
representation is derived from simulation model. Advantage in complexity and accuracy 
is analyzed. The CA parameters are discussed with application to the bin allocation 
problem. Analysis of the effect of bins, B  and ISD on sum rate concludes this chapter.
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C h ap te r 5 builds on the results from Chapter 4 keeping similar assumptions. However, 
using two different power schemes, the GA formation is modified and results compared. 
Results demonstrate the effect of bins on two power schemes with no power quantization 
and then with high degree of quantization. The compound effect of quantization and 
bin size on sum rate is analyzed. Finally, the effect of GA optimized allocation in 
different AP densities is discussed. The second part of this chapter reports on the effect 
of non-homogeneous traffic distribution on bin and power allocation in asymmetric 
systems. Specifically, it is shown that the GA based solution corresponds to varying 
traffic demands and the allocation is dynamically adjusted to changing needs of the 
system.
C h ap te r 6  provides analytical framework as an extension to bin allocation for CC- 
CMAC  design as in Chapter 5 by providing a QoS balancing function. NP hardness of 
the QoS balancing bin allocation problem is discussed. The formulation and the effect 
of service balancing formulation on bin granularity is further detailed, the effect of 
varying degree of fairness on system efficiency is addressed later in this Chapter.
Finally, C h ap te r 7 concludes the thesis, discussing limitations and suggesting future 
research directions.
Chapter 2
Fundamentals of Resource 
M anagem ent D esign for 
Clustered W ireless System s
2.1 Introduction
In this chapter, fundamental principles of multi-user information theory are discussed. 
This is followed by discussion of a well studied CMAC model as proposed by Wyner 
[4] and extended by Shamai[6 ] (fading), Letzepis [34](pathloss) and Majid [35], cell 
based user distribution). Although FC-CMAC as modelled by Wyner’s GCMCAC 
model helps achieve upper bound on capacity region, it is too complex to realize in 
practise. The limitations are studied with references here forth. These are discussed 
and the case is made for distributed jointly processed CMAC. Conventional frequency 
allocation schemes do not optimize efficiency of such systems. Hence, flexible resource 
based allocation strategies are required. These schemes are applied in irregular fashion. 
Utility based framework is discussed and is used to measure performance of flexible bin 
based allocation schemes. This framework is then used to analyze using three different 
fairness criteria as studied in the literature.
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2.2 M ulti-U ser Inform ation Theory
Multipath effects introduced by obstacles in a wireless channel can be captured deter- 
ministically by ray tracing methods. In practice, however due to the time delay spread 
of statistical channels, and the relative movement of receivers and transmitters with 
respect to each other, multipath channels can be modelled statistically. Information 
theory utilizes relevant tools for statistical modelling of wireless channels.
2.2.1 Inform ation  T heory Fundam entals  
Entropy, M utual Information
Entropy is measure of uncertainty of a random variable. For a discrete random vari­
able, X ,  with f ( X )  as the probability mass function of X,  the entropy ?i (X)  is defined 
as in [36]:
n { x )  =  - J 2  f ( x ) i o g f ( x )  (2 .1)
where X is a discrete random variable, X  is the alphabet set of X .  Further, mutual
information, X { X \ Y )  between two random variables is defined as in [36] as follows:
I (X- , Y )  =  ^  ^ / ( X , y ) l o g  (2-2}
X&XY^y j
Here y  represents the set of alphabets for Y.  The concept of entropy and mutual 
information is described in terms of information measure over a wireless channel forms 
the basis of information theory.
Differential Entropy, M utual Information
Differential entropy is defined as the measure of information possessed by a continuous
random variable, x. For x  with a pdf, p{x),  the differential entropy is denoted by n{x)
[36] for X and is a continuous representation of (2 .1 ) as follows:
n{x )  = -  j  p{x)\ogp{x)  (2.3)
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for a support set of random variables, S  where x e S.  Further, the differential entropy 
of a random variable, y with variance W  is given as in [36] by :
n y )  = l ^og{2m) {W)  (2.4)
Consider a Gaussian linear channel with each user’s symbol represented by x  and output 
symbol represented by y. Information theoretic capacity of a Gaussian channel with 
power constraint, P  is given by maximizing (2 .2 ) such that :
C =  max X{x\y)  (2.5)
p(z):E[z2]<f
For a complex Gaussian vector, the differential entropy is less than or equal to (2.4), 
with equality if and only if y is circularly symmetric complex Gaussian. It is used 
extensively in cellular models to determine ergodic capacity of cellular MAC [6 , 34, 35]. 
These are hence valid to our discussion.
In cellular systems, the spread spectrum based code division multiple access (CDMA) 
signals can substantially increase capacity by utilizing optimum multi user detection in 
which not all interfering signals are considered as harmful for the receiver [37]. This is 
feasible because all users are considered as signal sources for every AP, and this further 
leads to joint detection. Those far away do not suffer degradation as is evident in the 
near/far problem. This results in enhanced sum rate. Optimum multi-user detection is 
however complex to implement. Hence, most of the research has focused on sub optimal 
approaches which are practical. However in both types of literature, the classic system 
model as proposed by Wyner [4] is applied.
2.3 Inform ation theoretic Capacity Framework
2.3.1 S ingle User: P o in t to  p o in t C hannel
Consider Shannon information capacity [38] of a memoryless channel. Here x  is input 
variable with pdf, p{x), y is the output variable, and power constraint, P.  Hence,
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where C  in nats/sec/Hz is the ergodic capacity, which is the upper bound on the 
achievable rate of communication from a transmitter operating at an average power 
P , subject to noise power N qW  over a channel bandwidth VF Hz. For any desired 
reliability of transmission over the channel there exists a code of rate R  if P  < C.  For 
R  > C  there exists no such codes and there will always be a non zero probability of 
decoding errors.
Shannon’s point to point communication assumes an infinite reservoir of data since 
there is no other use of the channel. Each wireless standard has limited spectrum and 
power. In practice the spectrum is under utilized. Moreover, for cellular MAC this 
theorem cannot be applied directly. Depending on scheduling, most transmitters are 
inactive and only a few are busy sharing the limited resources of power and bandwidth 
for transmission.
2.3 .2  Go located  User: M ultip le  A ccess C hannels
Wyner’s model provides a simple information theoretic analysis of multiple access chan­
nels [36]. He implements it with users co-located to the receiver. This ensures maximum 
transmit and receive power. The key idea is to evaluate sum rate capacity using simulta­
neous decoding of all received signals at APs in an ideal CDMA joint decoder. Wyner’s 
planar model and its extension are discussed in the following section.
2.4 N etw ork m odels for Cellular M AC
Joint decoding of all APs can help achieve capacity [4, 39]. Requirements of capacity 
evaluation are also the focus of future wireless cities. The next generation networks 
are considered to be heterogeneous employing resource sharing and time based non- 
homogeneous user distribution. It is required that inter cell interference is handled to 
optimize efficiency. For example, one of the proposals for 3GPP is using the interference 
control mechanism as a motivation for merger between Wi-Fi &: GSM systems [40].Most 
information theoretic literature studies utilize the capacity of linear vector memoryless
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channels of the form [39] :
y[i] =  H[z]x[z] +  z[i] (2.7)
where i is a given time instant and the model represented is for a N  dimensional linear 
cellular array with K  users per cell. Here H  represents N  x N K  channel gain matrix for 
transmission from x, which is a N K  x 1 input symbol vector (i.i.d Gaussian CN'{0,P))  
and received at y, which is a A  x 1 complex received vector. Here, z is a A x 1 complex 
vector of random variable noise where elements of z are AWGN with E(z) =  0 and 
E(z^) =  where cr^  is the noise variance and I n  represents the A x A identity
matrix. Since the channel is memory less, i, can be ignored. The above summarizes
the Gaussian Cellular Multiple Access Channel (GCMAC).
2.4.1 W yn er - P lanar C ell A rray & E xten sion s  
Assumptions
• Intercell interference is modelled using a fixed variable a. Hence no pathloss.
• K  transmitters per cell co-located to the centre AP.
• Each user can transmit on maximum power, P.
• No QoS constraint such as delay or minimum rate constraints is considered.
• No power control amongst the cell users is implemented.
Basic Model
Here the GCMAC is considered with respect to the transmitted /  received symbols. 
The received signal for AP in cell is defined in Wyner’s GCMAC model as follows:
2/n =  ^  ^  (2.8)
k=l \n'Ç.Ank=l J
where, yn is the received complex symbol for AP in cell, Xn represents the trans­
mitted complex symbol for user in cell. An  is a set of six adjacent cells to the
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reference cell, n. The received signal also consists of white noise which is i.i.d., 
strictly stationary Gaussian process representing AWGN with E[|z„p] — a^. Similarly, 
E[xn,k^nf.] < P  for all {n,k).  Using the above description, the asymptotic capacity of 
Wyner’s planar model can be represented by :
~ è < L L
1 + (2.9)
where ^ 2 (^1 ,^2) =  cos(27t^i) +  cos(27t02) +  cos(27t(6>i +  %)) In discussing (2.9), [4, 
Proposition 4.4], when compared to [4, Proposition 3.4] highlights the two dimensional 
transformation explaining the difference in capacity for increasing values of alpha (a). 
For small values of a, and crj > 1, the values of Cp{a) rise exponentially with a 
gradient at least twice that of the linear case, Ci{a). This is explained as due to inter 
cell interference [4, Equation 2.17].
As shown in Figure 2.1 (a,b), linear array considers 2 interfering cells. In a planar model, 
each cell receives signal from 6  surrounding cells. Hence, the gain is tripled in the planar 
model as compared to the linear array case. For the above reasons, power diversity in 
GCMAC and for the case of hexagons is shown to dominate over the interference over 
a wide range of conditions. Although for < 1, and small a, the interference diversity 
decreases capacity, the power diversity gain even due to the two dimensional structure 
is not achieved. However, as observed in the main results the values are more optimistic 
than for the less diverse linear array. Figure 2.1 shows effect of addition of cell based 
pathloss (a), and clustering (c) to Wyner’s original GC-CMAC (b). These are realistic 
parameters.
2.4 .2  A d d ition  o f M u lti P a th  Fading
In this section, addition of multi path fading is considered as add on to Wyner [4] 
planar model. A small change in delay path leads to a very large phase change. Rapid 
phase changes on multi paths can lead to constructive and/or destructive addition 
of components which can in turn cause rapid variation in signal. This phenomenon 
is referred to as multipath fading. Rayleigh flat fading is considered in case of large 
scatters with no LOS between user and AP of cell to which it transmits. The pdf of a
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CC-CMAC
Received signal 
strength, y°
(wrt transmission from Cell 0)
(a)
Wyner model
Letzepis model
Average cell 
based pathloss 
(cell centered)
l +  D / N l + D / N
1 + 2 D I N
Distance, D
(b)
C e l l  -1 C ello C e l l +1 C e l l+2C e l l  -2
(c)
Ce l l  -1 C ello C e l l +1 C e l l+2C e l l  -2
Figure 2.1: (a) Wyner type model’s transmission scheme with pathloss(Letzepis) and 
user group based transmission, (b) Linear array of cells as per Wyner’s GCMAC or 
FC-CMAC {Q — l),and (c) CC-CMAC {Q — 7 as implemented in this thesis).
Rayleigh distributed random variable, x  is represented by p{x) =  for T ^  0,
where a is the variance. It is circularly symmetric and therefore i.i.d. & CA/’(0, (x )^, the 
real and imaginary components each have variance of Hence, each fading coefficient 
has independent uniform phase and Rayleigh distributed amplitude. Consider Wyner’s 
planar model with addition of flat fading denoted by Rayleigh distributed random
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variables. The received signal Pn [6 ] is represented by ;
K  /  A: \
V n  = ^ ^ 9 n , k ^ n , k  A OC I 9 n ' , k ^ n ' , k  I Z n  (2.10)
k = l  \ n ' e A n  k — 1 J
where ^ represents the fading experienced by signal transmitted by user in 
cell and received at cell. \An\ represents the first tier of cells surrounding 
cell whose transmission effects n. Rayleigh flat fading is considered in most narrow 
band information theoretic literature. It represents practical non-LOS conditions. It is 
possible to construct non-fiat fading model using many flat fading models. A Rayleigh 
type distribution is hence assumed to hold for information theoretic capacity of complex 
clustered based bin based allocations.
2.4 .3  A d d ition  o f P ath loss
Letzepis [34] extended the Wyner’s linear array to an infinite array of interfering cells 
by considering free space path loss model. This model takes into account interference 
from cells further than the ones in proximity. A comparison of Wyner’s model and 
its variants is shown in Figure 2.1. Comparison of GCMAC Linear Model variants as 
shown including: (1) Wyner’s constant inter-cell interference parameter [4] (2) Letzepis’ 
free space path loss model [34] and (3) Cell based user pathloss [35, 41].
For ease of reference, the attenuation factor a  as used by Wyner is compared with that
of Letzepis, (when a  =   ---- ..  ^ ...Ty,where i is the cell index 1 ,2 ,3 ,...) , Here n
[1 + \i - n \ D / N ) )
is the reference Cell 0, D is the intercell distance and N  is the total number of cells.
Specifically, Letzepis helped define system wide parameters using the maximum dis­
tance between APs located on edge cells. D  represents the span of the system, and N  
denotes the number of cells in the linear system. Hence §  constitutes the AP density 
which is a realistic variable in cellular system design. This was used to create an ampli­
tude based path loss matrix S , whose entry at the row and column is described 
in (2 .1 1 ):
— W . fi.D' (2 -1 1 )
(1 +  : ^ )
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where n is the cell index spacing between transmission from cell, nt received at AP in
cell n. Flat fading as per Shamai’s model [6 ], was added and results compared with 
approximations using random matrix theory results. Here, for fading channel
H =  S © G  (2.12)
where G i s  a N  x N K  fading matrix and S  is a A  x N K  pathloss matrix whose entries
are described in (2.11) and O represents the Hadamard product. Using this model, H
consists of pathloss and fading coefficients. Recalling Wyner’s GCMAC model, the free 
space pathloss model changes Shamai’s result as follows :
Vn = '^ { 9 n ,k  ® ^n,k)^ri,k +  ^  '^ { 9 n \k  ® ^n',k}^n',k +  (2.13)
k=l n'eAn k=l
This is a pragmatic model which takes into account interference from across the whole
system. The extension to planar model follows similar steps.
2.4 .4  A d d ition  o f  C ell based  U ser D istr ib u tion
In this thesis, the user distribution per cell is averaged out to represent cell based
pathloss in a variable, Vn =  1 , . . . ,  A:
K    K
Vn =  ^ n ' ^ 9 n , k ^ n , k +  ^  ,k^n',k + (2-14)
fc=l n'&An fc=l
Here, ^  represents the average power pathloss from users in cell to AP in cell.
2.5 Capacity of CM AC
Telatar [7] showed that the MIMO channel can be converted to parallel, non interfering 
single-input single-output (SISO) channels through SVD of the channel matrix. Ergodic 
capacity of flat fading channel using multiple antennas with perfect CSIT and CSIR 
is the average of capacities with each channel initializations. The capacity for each 
channel realization is given by I]v +  HQH^ where the first part is identity matrix 
of dimension, A, and second part is conversion of MIMO channel to non interfering 
SISO channel using Single Value Decomposition (SVD) of H. This is scaled by input
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covariance matrix, Q. The two relevant definitions of capacity are outage capacity and 
ergodic sum rate capacity. Further, for any Q, the input distribution that achieves 
ergodic capacity is shown to be complex vector Gaussian as in [7]. This is because 
vector Gaussian distribution maximizes entropy for a given covariance matrix in this 
case, E[xx^] =  Q. This transmitter optimization problem i.e. finding the optimum 
user symbols characteristics to maximize ergodic capacity subject to a transmit power 
(trace of the input covariance matrix) constraint. Hence the optimization problem to 
characterize optimum Q, is defined in terms of capacity:
C =  max C(Q) (2.15)
Q=MQ)<;'
where, C(Q):^E[logdet(Iiv +  HQHt)] ' (2.16)
Here, C(Q)is the maximum sum rate for given covariance matrix, Q. This is achieved 
by transmitting independent complex circular Gaussian symbols along the eigenvectors 
of Q. Optimum input covariance matrix that maximizes ergodic capacity is the scaled 
identity matrix i.e. equal power distributed amongst users. This is hence used as a 
benchmark referred to as interference allowance. The formulation in (2.16) is applied 
using cell based user distribution and fiat fading for optimizing efficiency of CC-CMAC.
2.6 M otivation for CC-CM AC
Mobile network operators are driven by the need to increase average revenue per user 
(ARPU). Consequently, the exponentially yising demand for data rate and services has 
propelled the need for enhanced spectral efficiency. Urban cellular systems are limited 
by inter cell interference. To overcome this limitation, cooperation in the uplink of 
FC-CMAC is currently being explored. For example. Coordinated Multi point (ComP) 
has been promoted by LTE Advanced framework[42, 43, 44, 45]. Here joint carriers 
are aggregated to form overall wider bandwidth. These carriers can be contigous and 
disjoint. The motivation for bin allocation is derived from understanding of spectrum 
aggregation. As discussed, a simple yet tractable formulation for FC-CMAC was pro­
posed by Wyner [4] and extended using fiat fading by Shamai [6 ].
FC-CMAC can operate as upper bound on capacity region due to limitless resources
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on backhaul, no constraint on processing delay and insensitivity due to complexity 
and CSI state. This converts multi cell interference channel to multiple access channel 
without the interference. Practically, perfect receiver cooperation as in FC-CMAC is 
difficult to realize. Limitation are due to (i) localized connectivity, (ii) limited back 
haul and (iii) imperfect CSI ([46]). These are discussed here forth.
2.6.1 L ocalized C on n ectiv ity
APs are connected only if belonging to adjacent cells via ideal backhaul links. In [47] 
a global receiver was designed in a distributed manner to demodulate user’s symbols. 
This is conditional on signals received at AP. By using local computation at nearby 
APs, the global demodulation algorithm becomes insensitive to an asymptotically large 
array of cells. By selecting locally connected transmitters for distributed decoding [13], 
the sum rate can be increased to twice that generated in NC-CMAC. However, the 
objective is to minimize transmit power rather than maximize sum rate. In this case, 
ideal backhaul links are assumed.
Consider Wyner’s linear cellular system [4]. By changing the user position, users placed 
oii cell edge are visible to APs in adjacent cells, then they are able to communicate 
to two APs at the same time. Such a scenario is referred to as soft handover. Soft 
handover represents restricted connectivity to a subset of APs as in [14, 48]. Although 
this model facilitates soft hand off by making use of the proximity of users on cell edge, 
practical scenarios of random user position are hard to model using this approach.
Further, localized message passing does not guarantee throughput optimality. With 
reasonable message passing and computational complexity, near optimal performance 
can however be achieved. Restricted processing (RP) of cells is explored in [47] using 
equal transmit power. Limited CSI is available to APs. In this case, due to independent 
fading state signal received from within and outside the cluster of APs, flat fading (i.i.d.) 
is shown to enhance system performance. Full frequency reuse has been assumed in 
the above cases. In [47], full reuse is shown to enhance the per cell sum rate even with 
few users per cell.
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2.6 .2  C onstrained  B ackhaul
In [11], users are ranked and grouped according to their isolation due to the limited 
available backhaul. The results show an improvement in system sum rate using isolation 
of user groups in context of constrained backhaul. However, only a single cluster and 
one tier of interfering cells was considered. This is a simplistic assumption.
In this research, user grouping is adopted which helps to balance interference within 
and outside the clusters as in CC-CMAC. This constraint is inherent in CC-CMAC 
and restricted only by the size of each AP cluster. Each cell served by a given CU 
is influenced by other cells sharing resources with that CU. Interference depends on 
the transmission from six surrounding clusters. This is equivalent to 2 — 3 tiers of 
interfering cells. In this context, the resource allocation to a cell is influenced by the 
interfering tier as well as the cluster to which the speciflc cell belongs. Due to this, the 
assumption of unlimited backhaul using global cooperation is not spectrally efficient. 
By using user grouping the effect on the backhaul can be reduced. This is considered 
in the context of unlimited backhaul in this work.
2 .6 .3  Im perfect CSI
One of the factors limiting performance of CC-CMAC is the acquisition of CSI estima­
tion. It becomes exceedingly large for fast fading environments due to growth in users 
{K  g o )  number of APs (A -> oo) and due to large sub carriers (B -> oo). CSI for 
uplink is acquired using pilot signals transmitted by users. In [49], one user within each 
cluster is transmitting on bin, b. It was argued that l3\Mq\ dimensions of resources are 
needed for CSI estimation for single antenna per AP for single cluster where transmis­
sion takes place within the coherence bandwidth.
Here P depends on training overhead and |A^| is the cluster size. Hence for a given 
coherence bandwidth and single antenna per AP, overheads due to CSI estimation are 
affected by antenna size in a cluster. Hence by installing more antenna per AP, it was 
shown that NC-CMAC can outperform CC-CMAC [49]. This implies that addressing 
channel feedback is considered important and is more advantageous as compared to
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investment in backhaul performance. Channel feedback for user grouping implies that 
only N  bits are used to represent a system snapshot. The savings is K  for each snapshot 
as compared to the channel relying on no average pathloss distribution. Motivated by 
the above discussions, the concept of user based grouping is used to reduce the channel 
feedback in uplink for a centralized frequency allocation and optimization framework.
2.7 C luster Form ation
In this section, cluster formation types are discussed. Three types of cluster formations 
have been considered in literature based on the interconnections between the APs and 
CU. These are discussed henceforth.
2 .7.1 O v e rla p p in g  c lu s te r
Using hexagon tessellations, [50] showed that overlapping cluster coordination structure 
is more efficient than NC-CMAC. Each AP is at centre of a unique cluster and AP 
coordination was used to suppress interference for central AP of each cluster. However, 
the total number of clusters scale with the number of APs. This gives a large overhead. 
Further, an asymptotically large number of APs can be difficult to analyze in this 
context.
2 .7 .2  D y n am ic  c lu s te r
Highlighted by [51] for uplink case, dynamic cluster formation has been proposed in a 
decentralized framework for CC-CMAC. The idea is to reduce infrastructure overheads 
by enabling multiple CUs to choose independent transmission strategy. In a fading 
environment, the larger the cluster size, and the more variations of the original channel 
matrix, the greater the chance of CSI discrepancy. Only by using intelligent ways 
to control feedback errors, it was shown in [51] that decentralized framework using 
dynamic cluster formation can be made robust against these errors.
In [52], user scheduling was used to optimize cluster structure formation and coopera­
tion in downlink. Results show that spectral efficiency for dynamic cluster formation
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with cluster size 3  is equivalent to spectral efficiency for static cluster formation with 
cluster size of 6 , However, the drawback of dynamic cluster is cost associated with clus­
ter formation and cluster value exchange cost. These are avoidable overheads. It was 
shown that sum rate improved for dynamic as compared with static cluster formation. 
However, CDF of user rates show that due to independent channel conditions, there is 
no improvement in fairness for cells exhibiting dynamic cluster formation.
2.7 .3  F ixed  cluster
In [22], coordinated multi cell MIMO communications using fixed cluster is considered. 
Full intra cluster cooperation is used to enhance the sum rate of all users within cluster, 
whereas limited inter cluster coordination is used to mitigate inter cluster interference. 
Spatial diversity was used to exploit the sum rate gain. However, only full frequency 
reuse was considered and no frequency planning was considered. Using full frequency 
reuse, [22] shows that cluster size 7 is an acceptable cluster size. It provides the benefits 
of clustered coordination in CC-CMAC with reduced feedback as compared with FC- 
CMAC.
However, the AP coordination strategy divides users on the level of clusters: cluster 
interior and cluster edge groups. This classification is suitable for a model where perfect 
interference and channel state conditions are modelled. However, user location, pathloss 
and fading effect have not been discussed in this framework. Further, no frequency 
planning was implemented for clustered network MIMO (equivalent to CC-CMAC).
2.8 B andw idth A llocation  for CC-CM AC
This research work aims to address resource management issues in the framework of 
CC-CMAC as exemplified by fixed clusters with no inter cluster coordination as opposed 
to dynamic cluster formation. The signal undergoing distance dependent pathloss and 
flat fading. This varies for each user. The model which is studied is based on non 
uniform channel gains as in a CC-CMAC. In such a scenario, the non uniform nature
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of channel gains could be exploited to enhance efficiency using intelligent resource 
allocation techniques.
by restricting coordination amongst different cells using effective allocation of resources 
(power, bandwidth e.t.c.), the efficiency of cellular systems can be increased up to 2 0 % 
[53] as compared to full frequency reuse. Further, it is observed in [48] that rate splitting 
(bandwidth sharing) techniques are feasible for cell with limited inter cell power gains 
(restricted number of APs cooperating). This is a case similar to CC-CMAC.
2.8 .1  Frequency R euse
In cellular systems, service coverage area is divided into cells which have hexagonal 
cell structure. Each cell has a set of frequency resources. One of the limitations of 
mobile communication systems is restricted spectrum availability. By employing effi­
cient multiple access and modulation techniques for increasing spectrum efficiency, the 
availability of a number of frequency resources can be increased. Maximum efficiency is 
equivalent to maximum utilization of every available resource available in the system.
A frequency reuse scheme helps to mitigate inter-cell interference by reusing a com­
mon frequency band only at the APs spaced far apart. The shorter the channel reuse 
distance, the greater the channel reuse over the whole service area [54]. However, it 
is difficult to combat interference is due to limited spatial degrees of freedom [22]. A 
possible way to increase this spatial degree of freedom is by employing partial reuse 
of frequency. Further conventional interference avoidance and interference allowance 
schemes can be implemented as benchmarks for a CC-CMAC. These are described 
subsequently.
2.8 .2  In terference A llow ance
Interference allowance, also referred to as non orthogonal allocation is the case when all 
transmitters utilize the complete spectrum available. According to Hanly [55, Theorem 
3 ], full reuse helps maximize the sum rate for Gaussian Cellular MAC type channel. 
Applying for bin B  in FC-CMAC :
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C orollary  2 .1 . For unequal power profiles the dynamic channel allocation makes full 
spectrum available to users in all cells making sure that adjacent cell interference is kept 
to a minimum. Hence, it is necessary that all B  bins are available for simultaneous 
transmission.
Consider a multi cell scenario with \Afg\ cells in each cluster. Each cell has a large 
number of users {K  -> oo). As in [56], the upper bound on capacity for cell n, Cu6(n) 
is achieved by ignoring the effect of interference. Hence,
Cutin) <  l o g ( l  +  ^  (2 .17)
Here Pm is the power allocated to each user in cell n and ^  is the average pathloss 
from users in cell m  to AP in cell n. To maximize the above. Pm should be allocated 
resources such that Pm = P  where P  is the maximum transmit power available to any 
user in the system. Hence all cells have the same maximum power transmit power 
constraint.
(2.17) can be maximized only with full frequency reuse. Full reuse is referred to as 
CDMA in Wyner’s classic model [4]. It is hence used as a benchmark.
2.8 .3  In terference A voidance
Interference avoidance is generally referred to as orthogonal frequency allocation. This 
prevents interference from surrounding clusters as a way to minimizing the effect on 
sum rate. In CC-CMAC, the interference originates both from within and outside 
the cluster. Hence, it does not guarantee optimal allocation scheme for CC-CMAC. 
According to [55, Theorem 2], the following holds :
T heorem  2.1. For a bandwidth partitioned equally into B  bins, with each bin occupying 
^  Hz, and each cell, n such that n = I , .  . . , N  has identical power profiles, capacity is 
achievable for cell users transmitting over the bin.
Proof. For detailed proof please see [55, Theorem 2). ■
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Further, orthogonal channels are commonly used in practical conventional cellular sys­
tems (NC-CMAC). Here frequency reuse is more than 1. With intelligent reuse schemes 
CO channel interference is minimized. It is hence adopted as a metric.
2.8 .4  Irregular /  P artia l R euse
Frequency partitioning uses fractional reuse within cells to increase cell sum rate and 
fairness as in [57, 18, 15]. The users are divided into inner and outer groups and ad­
dressed relative to the cell geography [57]. Disjoint bins spread over the entire spectrum 
can be allocated to different interference prone cell user groups. If these cell groups 
are at cluster edge, it reduces the interference received at APs in adjacent clusters to 
an extent. Results show improvement in per cell sum rate for system utilizing partial 
frequency reuse [1] is twice as compared to full or orthogonal reuse schemes. Based 
on the above, hybrid of interference allowance and interference avoidance schemes have 
also been discussed in the literature. A common way is to choose bins such that part 
of the spectrum over which bin transmit overlap (increasing both power and interfer­
ence diversity). Depending on the channel allocation, this gives rise to increased sum 
rate. This is referred to as POC or partially overlapping channels. The other part of 
spectrum prevents wastage of spectrum and could however lead to power wastage. For 
an information theoretic analysis on partially overlapping channels as characterized by 
IEEE 802.11b standard, please see [58]. These models, however do not help achieve 
upper bound of largest capacity region.
A more interesting modelling paradigm would be to simulate for large number of cells 
and users and practically implement in centralized frequency planner as for CC-CMAC 
by CC-CMAC. A mathematical model which caters for flexible bandwidth design for 
CC-CMAC is hence required.
In this context, information theoretic framework has been used to discover the power- 
bandwidth plane [59]. Each channel can be considered as a resource reservoir. For a 
given bandwidth, PSD level varies as per power allocation. Consider each channel as 
a frequency bin. Overview of different schemes of bin allocation and their impact on 
system level fairness for a two cluster system is shown in Figure 2.2. The bin values
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Figure 2 .2 : Bin allocation types for uniform user distribution in 2 clusters, A and B 
(a) is full reuse (interference allowance), (b) shows interference avoidance, (c) coupled 
power-bin allocation and (d) decoupled power-bin allocation.
indicate the power over which transmission can take place. The bin allocation can 
be divided into the conventional allocation group (Figure 2.2 a,b) and Unconventional 
allocation group (Figure 2 .2  c,d). These are detailed as follows:
• Interference Allowanee /  Avoidance as in (a), (b) [Conventional]: In (a) trans­
mission is over all bins. Thisis referred to as Inteference Allowance allocation 
scheme. Although allocation is fair it does not optimize power for users in cells 
on the cluster edge, since these are prone to greater interference in cells at clus­
ter edgee. In (b) bin allocation is implemented orthogonally for users in Cluster 
A and B. Hence the name interference avoidance scheme. Since the maximum 
available power diversity is not used (at least half of spectrum is under utilized).
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this results in waste of resources. This makes this allocation spectrally inefficient.
• Coupled /Decoupled power allocation for partial bin reuse as in (c) and (d) [Un­
conventional] : Using coupled power allocation for partial bin reuse allocation as 
in (c), transmit power per bin can be increased and kept at same value. Using de­
coupled bin allocation for partial bin reuse as in (d), fairness in terms of total user 
power is achieved. However strong interference when B  = 1 cannot be avoided. 
Both (c) and (d) are examples of irregular bin allocation schemes. These can be 
allocated in a variable manner to cells located on edge of cluster to make use of 
the available degree of freedom. Here V  = 2 hence minimum transmit power per 
bin is P /3  whereas maximum transmit power per bin is P.
The four types of frequency allocation show the effects of jointly coupled bandwidth 
and power gain for CC-CMAC. Hence, joint coupling of power and bandwidth with 
flexible frequency allocation scheme as considered is required.
2.9 G A justification
GA is a powerful domain independent search technique inspired by ’survival of the 
fittest’ technique. Unlike other search algorithms, GA relies on crossover based ac­
celerated search process. This combines the good solutions from diverse chromosome 
[32, 29]. This has made GA appropriate for classical optimization problems including 
clustering [60] and graph partitioning [61] problems. The graph clustering problem has 
been used in NP Hard proof of this thesis.
2.9.1 C om parison w ith  other heuristics
Simulated annealing is a randomized non-aggressive search technique [62]. Unlike GA, 
rate of convergence is slow [63] and special coding needs to be considered [64], requir­
ing further complexity. Further simulated annealing implements sequential processing, 
whereas GA implies implicit parallelism.
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Neural network is another heuristic technique which emulates the properties of biologi­
cal neurons. However neural networking requires a large variety of training constructs. 
Neural networks may also converge to local optima [65]. In some cases this leads to 
suboptimal solutions. The G A considered makes use of elitism and variable mutation 
to minimize the likelihood of falling into this pitfall.
Other evolutionary computation methods G A has been studied extensively for channel 
allocation problems [30, 64]. More recently a modified 2-D crossover technique was ap­
plied to dynamic channel allocation problem [19]. GA has been used as an evolutionary 
computation benchmark and have been recently researched for multimodal global op­
timization problems as in [6 6 ]. PSO has been proposed as an alternate evolutionary 
technique. This however is not as popular as GA in frequency allocation literature [6 6 ]. 
Explicit parallelism, elitism and encoding techniques justify GA as a faster converging 
heuristic. Having a wider range of literature to choose from GA was hence chosen; 
further comparison has been left for future work.
2.10 Perform ance M easure of CC-CM AC
Traditionally, frequency is allocated such as to maximize sum rate for the entire system. 
For BE data traffic (email, web browsing, multimedia messaging), the concept of sum­
ming parallel transmitter-receiver pair links hold a lot of ground. Hence, maximization 
of user data rates is a qualifying metric. However, with GC-CMAC the network struc­
ture is divided into different coordination zones leading to different rate contribution for 
each zone. This is sometimes unfair to users who have a bad channel condition or who 
belong to cluster edges which are more prone to interference from users transmitting 
from within other clusters. Since resources are shared within CG-CMAG, optimiza­
tion of resource allocation should consider maximizing sum rate as well as optimizing 
achievable fairness.
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2.10.1  U ti l i ty  b a se d  F ram ew o rk  & L im ita tio n s
Consider the aggregate sum rate due to user transmission in cell of cluster 
denoted by Rn,q. A higher Rn,q would satisfy requirements for user’s application. A 
lower Rn,q would imply otherwise. The merit associated with satisfying a user is termed 
as utility[2A\. Hence sum rate can be treated as a function of utility.
Utility optimization is a useful tool to measure system performance against user satis­
faction criterion [67, 6 8 ]. Using sum rate as a function of utility function is a common 
approach. Utility can also address a wide range of fairness conditions as in [24]. It 
has been associated with particular choice of bandwidth or power allocation can be 
measured using a composite function known as NUM (network utility maximization) 
function [24, 69, 70]. Depending on the type of resource allocation, the N  cells within a 
cellular system can be paired independently. Hence, total network utility decomposes 
into the sum of user utilities. Therefore as in [56],
N  K
=  (2.18)
n = l k = l
Here is the utility for user in the cell and U is the global utility function. 
Cell based U tility
The concept of user based utility is useful in gauging the effect of user rates in NC- 
CMAC or FC-CMAC. This is because in CC-CMAC, the concept of user based utility 
cannot be applied directly.
Per cluster analysis does not give insight into actual user contributions and per user 
sum rate would require additional feedback overheads for CC-CMAC. The short term 
variations related to user’s mobility and instantaneous channel conditions are assumed 
to be handled by each cluster’s radio resource management functionality. As far as 
provision of service levels (QoS provisioning) is concerned, cell based service provision 
helps to maintain differentiated levels of service. For example, in [9] in an OFDM A 
context, two groups of users are discussed. The strict QoS for HP (high priority) users 
are firstly allocated power /  bandwidth resources. These have a unit step utility for­
mulation for all users within that group and hence high degree of fairness. On the
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other hand, BE (Best Effort) users have an elastic utility function which necessitates 
fair power /  bandwidth allocation once the demands for the HP users are met. Hence 
the need for cell based utility in context of CC-CMAC.
As discussed earlier, a good performance measure should make provision for fairness 
and efficiency as two crucial parameters in resource allocation[24]. Fairness in terms of 
CC-CMAC has not been investigated heavily. The following section discusses common 
metrics for fairness provision in cellular networks.
2.11 Fairness
Fairness is a system wide attribute which is used to determine whether a minimum 
service level can be provided to users in the cells within a system. In the context of 
CC-CMAC, fairness implies fair share of sum rate (bps/Hz/cell) amongst cells in a 
single cluster. It implies protection from aggressive transmitters across the system[24], 
which aim to disturb this balance.
Throughput has been the metric for considering system efficiency [6 8 ]. Complex trade­
off between maintaining fairness and increasing maximum sum rate (throughput) has 
been studied in [71]. Since measurement of user satisfaction is a function of per cell 
sum rate (2.18), fairness depends on the parameters which help determine sum rate, 
namely power and bin allocation. Figure 2.2 demonstrates this notion. Although inter­
ference allowance and interference avoidance allocation results in sub optimal results, 
it is interesting to note that these schemes lead to maximum fair use of resources. It is 
another motivation for choosing the above as benchmark in the problem under discus­
sion. A simple technique to compare fairness of two systems would be to compare their 
fairness metric with the sum rate contribution from each group of users (CDF of sum 
rate). Two representative types of fairness are proportional fairness and max —min 
fairness [24]. These are described in the following section.
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2.11.1  (p -  7 ) F a irn ess
Using a.constant network wide fairness coefficient, 7  for a given system witfi cell based 
sum rate function defined by h(x), (p -  7 ) fairness is defined as in [72] ;
7 ^ 0
u^{h{x)) =  < (2.19)
[ log{h{x)) 7 =  0
Here, the QoS factor (p =  1). The choice of (2.19) is evident from the fact that for a 
given 7 , one can implement a range of different fairness conditions. Although choosing 
fairness type is a matter of debate, in this realm the focus would be on two specific 
cases, namely proportional fairness ( 7  =  0)and max — min fairness, ( 7  -4 10).
2 .11.2  P ro p o r t io n a l  F a irn ess  ( 7  =  0)
A commonly used notion of fairness is proportional fairness which was introduced by 
Kelly[73]. This was termed as proportionally fair to ensure that each connection is 
given a priority inversely proportional to its data rate at any time of interest [24]. It 
is applied here in the context of cell user rates. Mathematically, given a feasible rate 
vector of cells in cluster q, denoted by rJ(A) G  M+, a vector of cell user rates in cluster 
q, r g ( A )  G  E +  is said to be proportionally fair, if the aggregate of proportional changes 
in cell user rates is not positive. Hence,
V  4 (A ) -  r,(A ) (2.20)
It is known from [24, 72] that for a concave function, a logarithmic entity i.e. log(rg(A)) 
is associated with proportionally fair allocation of bin resources in CC-CMAC.
2.11 .3  max -  min fa irn e ss  ( 7  -4 10)
Introduced by Gallager [74], max -  min fairness is the case when all users are assigned 
equal rates in strictest sense. Maximization of minimum of the cell based sum rate is 
the condition implied, when 7  - 4  10 as in (2.19). Here 10 signifies a large quantity. For
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each cell, i and j  in cluster,g, where Rj^q{A) < Ri^q{A), Ri^q{A) cannot be increased 
without decreasing Rj^q{A). This condition is referred to as strict fairness since lower 
rates get priority. The family of service balancing functions which conforms to the 
above conditions for max -  min fairness is of type [72, Lemma 3]:
u.,{h{x)) =  S.t. 7 ^ 1 0  (2 .2 1 )
However, in this case h{x) is a differentiable increasing concave function.
2.11 .4  J a in ’s Fairness Index
f { X l , X 2 , . . . , X N ) =  N rp )
Jain’s fairness index is adopted for cell rate fairness using resource allocation (bins) in 
a CC-CMAC. Here Rn,q denotes the rate share by cell n in cluster, q. The advantage of 
adopting Jain’s fairness index is the simplicity and population independent character­
istics {N  can be varied with near accurate results). Moreover, a fairness index of /  =  1 
represents a perfectly fair system where all cell users achieve the same sum rate. On 
the other extreme, a fairness index of ^  represents an unfair system where one cell is 
served while all other cell users starve. It is worth noting that Jain’s index is a relative 
measure and does not provide information on relative power frequency spectrum usage. 
It is hence used in conjunction with p — proportional fairness measure.
2.12 Sum m ary
Basics of multi user information theory were discussed in this chapter. Wyner’s clas­
sical model for cellular MAC was analysed. This is a simple and well studied model. 
However, it is spectrally inefficient for multiple users and does not cater for realistic 
assumptions. This model is extended with realistic assumptions of fading, pathloss, 
and user distribution referred to as FC-CMAC. This was followed by discussed on limi­
tations of FC-CMAC including complexity. Distributed jointly processed cellular MAC 
were introduced. These were realistic and helped achieve performance better than a
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NC-CMAC. The fixed cluster formation of these distributed jointly processed cellular 
MAC was identified as CC-CMAC and has been the basis for the remainder of the 
thesis. Various allocations strategies were introduced and the advantage of partial /  ir­
regular reuse for CC-CMAC was highlighted. User based utility function is introduced 
and its limitation due to group based design of user signal variation, movement and 
behaviour was highlighted. The review finishes with a study of the common fairness 
criterion as found in literature. It is worth noting that Jain’s Fairness Index can be 
used only in conjunction with Proportionally Fair criterion since the former is a rela­
tive measure of fairness with respect to the sum rate contribution of the cluster under 
question. This chapter demonstrates the state of the art in the channel allocation for 
localized joint processing of APs as exemplified by FC-CMAC. It is a review of utility 
functions, fairness coefficients and their performance limitations.
Chapter 3
Spectrum  Efficient CC-CM AC  
Framework
3.1 Introduction
Joint processing of APs is expected to enhance efficiency of infrastructure wireless 
networks[12, 13]. This chapter presents framework for measuring performance aspect 
of infrastructure based wireless networks using clustered joint processing of cells. Ad­
vantage of AP cooperation has given rise to the idea of FC-CMAC multi-antenna re­
ceiver for the uplink channel with an unlimited capacity back haul. The very high 
receiver complexity however limits use of FC-CMAC and therefore dictates the use of 
CC-CMAC. Here a cell based approach is taken and it is assumed that a medium-term 
time scale corresponds to cell-level load variations. The short term variations related to 
user mobility and instantaneous channel conditions are assumed to be handled by each 
cluster radio resource management functionality. Thus an appropriate measure for the 
considered problem should focus on cell performance. Further, user traffic represent 
group based rather than uniform grid formation [75]. A CC-CMAC model based on 
user grouping based channel information is required. Recently it was shown that given 
certain level of AP cooperation, rate splitting techniques can lead to higher spectral 
efficiency [48] via effective frequency reuse schemes. The spectrum efficient design of 
CC-CMAC framework as discussed in this chapter caters for flexible frequency reuse
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as applied for CC-CMAC.
3.2 System  A ssum ptions
The following quantifies the system level assumptions for CC-CMAC framework under 
discussion:
Topology
• Uplink of K  users uniformly distributed within each cell is considered.
• An infinitely large number of users per cell is assumed. Hence A  »  1.
• Users are served by APs which are fixed in a grid layout and uniformly placed 
throughout the system.
• The hexagonal grid of N  cells are divided into Q equal sized group of cooperative 
APs. All APs in each cooperative group are served by a CU as in Figure 3.1.
• The CU is connected to Centralized Frequency Planner (CFP) by high speed, loss 
less transmission links.
• Each CU has instant access to CSI at AP and computes the average cell based 
pathloss at given intervals for the whole system.
Spectrum /Frequency share
• A fast fading scenario where fading coefficient for each user is modeled as a time 
varying ergodic process.
• Fading coefficients are i.i.d. c.c.s. Rayleigh distributed random variable.
• The complete spectrum is broken down into disjoint and equal width inter­
vals (bins).
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Delay less, error
free high capacity-----------
transmission link
Figure 3.1: Depiction of CUs and APs at network side for bin based CC-CMAC. The 
signals at 7 APs are jointly processed at each CU.
• Bin granularity determines the number of non interfering links that a cell can 
establish.
• Power allocation is discretized and is coupled with bin allocation.
• Each user within a cell is allocated similar set of power and bandwidth resources.
• No CSI exists at transmitter end. Hence flat power spectral density per bin is 
assumed.
• Gaussian code book is assumed for simplicity.
• CFP performs frequency planning per bin. A round robin based scheduler can be 
considered for resource allocation optimized by a heuristic.
• Narrow band analysis is assumed where sum rate generated due to transmission 
over disjoint bins is summed up to determine rate region for WB scheme.
• No guard bands are assumed.
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O ptim ization
• G A is used as heuristic, since it is robust, caters to large parameter sizes and 
gives access to a large multi-modal search space,
• Power constraint is implemented per user over the entire spectrum or over spec­
trum chunk.
• Infinite buffer size is assumed; hence no processing delay constraint is assumed.
• QoS is based on rate share of group of users. All users within a cell have similar 
QoS requirements.
• Non-zero QoS is assumed for the whole system.
Perfo rm ance C rite ria
Ergodic sum rate per cell per unit bandwidth is the unit chosen to measure efficiency of 
uplink sum rate of CC-CMAC. The unit is bps/Hz/cell. This metric is used to average 
out efficiency of users who can transmit codewords over a large number of fading states.
3.3 System  M odel: F ixed CC-CM AC D esign
The model scenario for the system under consideration is shown in Figure 3.1. Decoding 
at CU is done by jointly decompressing AP signals and decoding user codewords. For 
the system, a hexagonal grid of N  cells is assumed. This is divided into Q clusters. 
Further, A/q  is defined as a set of all cells belonging to cluster, g; whereas is defined 
as a set of all cells which do not belong to cluster, q. The number of cells per cluster, 
\Afq\ is fixed throughout the system. The thermal noise at each receiver is i.i.d and 
AWGN. An infinitely large number of users per cell is assumed hence K  I. K  users 
are uniformly and randomly distributed within each cell.
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3.3.1 P a th  loss D esign
User based pathloss design is accounted for in [76] and [34]. This makes the Wyner’s 
model and able to gain insight. The channel matrix for transmission from each of the 
N K  users (indexed by x), to the reference AP (indexed by y)over a separation, Dx,y is 
given by [77, 35]:
=  (1 +
where is a \A fq \xK  deterministic channel matrix between x^^ transmitter and 
receiver. Here, y ^  Mq, y is the path loss exponent, Lo is path loss at a normalized 
distance of Do, a 1 m radius reference cell. The overall channel matrix, H  =  S  O G. 
Here, H  represents the Hadamard product of the overall N x N  deterministic path loss 
matrix S  and the N x A Rayleigh based flat-fading matrix G. This is used in deriving 
the sum rate for bin allocation in CC-CMAC later in this chapter.
3.3 .2  B in  A lloca tion  D esign
A is defined as an allocation matrix of N  rows and B  columns where the elements of 
A are defined as:
{ 1 if bin b is allocated to users in cell, n  
0  otherwise
Vn =  1 , . . . ,  A & V6 =  1 , . . . ,  D. The set of cells which are allocated bin b, is defined 
byAfc(A).
3.4 C lustering Form ation
Depending on cell ordering techniques, two types of cluster formation techniques are 
known. Fixed clustering refers to the static formation of cells in a cluster. Dynamic 
clustering refers to grouping of cells based on strength of channel coefficients. Here
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the cells with the strongest channel coefficients are added to the CU link in the first 
instance. This is useful in getting rid of cell edge effects. Hence regions larger than 
the simulated cells can be modelled. For CC-CMAC, a wrap round model is used to 
simulate large system parameters. This is shown in Figure 3.2. The edge effects can 
therefore be ignored in this case. The choice of fixed cluster formation is hence justified.
 _______________ Table 3.1: Comparison of Cellular MAC
FC-CMAC CC-CMAC
More Complex (Order: N K )  Less Complex (Order:
No intercell interference ICI^ from users in different clusters
Single CU; infinite backhaul Multiple CUs; infinite backhaul
Larger overhead for CSI feedback[51] Q times lower overhead for CSI feedback [51] 
Upper bound for capacity region Sum rate variable on power bandwidth plane
3.5 Effect o f Topology on CC-CM AC perform ance
3.5.1 Large num ber o f cells
To simulate behaviour of CC-CMAC for large number of cells without inducing any 
boundary effect limitations, it is necessary to consider an infinite network. It is neces­
sary to analyze behaviour for an infinite cellular model using a finite model which can 
be simulated easily. Wrap-around is a model applied to CC-CMAC for achieving this 
purpose. The concept for wrap-around model is shown in Figure 3.2. It is assumed 
that the lower right cluster is the reference cluster. Here user position is denoted by 
convergence point of straight lines ending onto user. The receiving AP is located in the 
same cell as users. There are 3 surrounding clusters. To simulate large cell behaviour, 
the three clusters in the 2^^ tier are wrap around to form mirror clusters (1 ‘, 2‘, 3‘) such 
that the reference cluster now has 6 surrounding clusters. This includes 3 imaginary 
and 3 real clusters. A user located within the centre cell of the edge cluster transmits 
HCI stands for Inter Cluster Interference that is interference from users outside the cluster where 
the receiver is located.
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Direction of rotation of cells 
to obtain mirror images
Original links 
Imaginary links
Boundary o f cells for 
simulation
I
I
k
{ A / " r \  ^  )  \  A ,)
' '  A ^  V '  '
Mirror Image o f cells 1,2,3 
mirrored onto l',2 ',3'
Figure 3.2: Wrap-around with 9 clusters of 7 cells per cluster shown with reference to 
lower right cluster. The 3 top left clusters are wrap around to create the mirror lower 
right clusters.
to the AP in the same cell as well as to APs in central cells for surrounding clusters to 
reference cluster. Here the link between the user and the APs in central cell of original 
cluster is referred to as original link and the link between the user and APs in central 
cell of 3 mirror clusters is referred to as imaginary link. Repeating this for each of the 
edge clusters, each user has 4 original links and 3 imaginary links. The shortest link 
in terms of user-AP distance is chosen. This effectively places the user transmitting
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from reference cluster in the centre of the simulated area. It is hence possible to re­
move edge effects which exist in other simulated environments. This model conforms 
to Wrap-Around Hexagon Structure as proposed by IEEE 802.20 WG [78].
3.5 .2  G eom etry
Large planar regions can be covered by two dimensional networks of smaller cells. 
Covering such regions with equal polygons which do not overlap is known as tessellation. 
The cells based on regular hexagonal tessellation of a region have received considerable 
attention ([79] and references therein). Further, since the current model is limited 
by transmitter power and thermal noise, hexagon structure is used since it is a more 
suitable approximation to circular coverage area [80]. ISD (Inter Site Distance) is a 
metric which is adopted for planar systems since it does not depend on any reference 
axes for determining AP density. ISD between APs is \/3 times the hexagon edge which 
can also be used in measuring area spectral efficiency. It is hence used in this model.
3.5 .3  A P  D en sity
In CC-CMAC, the users located in cells which are on edge of clusters are less isolated 
than the one in the centre of the clusters. Due to distance dependent property of 
pathloss function, the impact of ISD and geometry on these cells is profound. This 
effect can be measured for allocations in variable AP density environments. The effect 
of ISD on FC-CMAC, CC-CMAC and NC-CMAC without frequency allocation is shown 
in the following chapter. It is a common metric [34, 81] and used throughout the thesis.
3.6 Sum rate form ulation using bin allocation  in C C -C M A C
The maximization of sum rate in CC-CMAC is defined as the maximum sum of rates 
taken over all the possible rate instances in the capacity region. Summing up rates per 
cluster, Rq over all the Q clusters the network wide sum rate is as follows:
Q
R = max RqjA)  (3.3)
9=1
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The following details sum rate formulation for CC-CMAC. Consider the vector channel 
model for the cluster as in Figure 3.3. Transmission symbols are shown in the 
leftmost part of figure. Users in the reference cluster {q =  l),are derived from vector 
x'^ — [x 'l , . . .  For users transmitting from outside the cluster, symbols from
selected. Links for transmission both withinvector x"^ =
(H'^: bold lines) and outside dotted lines) cluster {q =  1) are shown. On the
right side of channel, first block represents APs, noise symbol and received symbol are 
indexed as per AP within each cluster. Finally last column represents received symbols 
indexed per cell as available at CU.
CC-CMAC is represented by a discrete memory less channel. The received signal vector 
— [y^I - ^ for the q*  ^ cluster is given by :
Transmission 
symbols indexed 
per user
Receiver 
indexed 
per cell
Noise Received
received symbol
per cell indexed per
cell
Reception 
at CU  in 
C luster 1
Transm ission 
from  C luster 1 CU
Backhaul
H  '
AP,
Transm ission 
from  C luster Q CU
AP,
Figure 3.3: Vector Channel Model for CC-CMAC with reference cluster, q = 1 îor Q 
clusters with a total of N  APs and N K  system users. The user transmission symbols 
from within cluster are numbered sequentially from x'l to and for transmission
from Q * cluster from ^K{N^lAr^ir
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y9 =  H V  +  zQ (3.4)
zf =  :H"9x''9-k z* (3.5)
where G denotes the channel coefficients from transmitters in clus­
ter represented by symbol vector, G and received at the AP in q cluster
represented by yL Similarly, G represents the channel coeffi­
cients from transmitters represented by symbol vector, x"^ G which are
located outside q^  ^ cluster and received at y^. Here, transmitted signal vectors are 
subject to power constraint tr(E[x'^(x'^)'t']) < K \ J \ f q \ P  and tr(E[x"^(x"^)"'’]) < K { N  — 
\A f q \ ) P  where P  is the maximum power available per user, =  [ z \ . .. ,z^] G 
is the independent complex circularly symmetric additive Gaussian noise coefficient 
Frequency allocation for bins (or sub-channels) is implemented for a maxi­
mum of B  bins. There is no adjacent bin interference. However, users sharing the same 
bin will exhibit interference.
3.6.1 Input O utput M utual Inform ation  o f C C -C M A C
Capacity of CC-CMAC is determined using the concept of input output mutual channel 
information [36]. Assuming CSI at receiver, a good estimate of channel can be observed 
at receiver.
C orollary  3.1. Ergodic capacity for for cluster in CC-CMAC : For an average 
transmit power constraint per user of P , ergodic capacity is defined as average of fading
of input vector i.e. p(x'^) is given by [36]:
C =  max X(x'^;y^) (3.6)
From definition of conditional mutual information [36] the mutual information (3.6) 
can be computed in terms of entropy. Assuming full CSI at receiver & using (3.4),
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(3.5)
= K(y^)-'H(z^|x''^)
=  “H(y^) — ?^(z'î) (3-7)
%(x''";z^ ) = ?^(z9)-?^(z9|xn
=  -H(Z )^ -  H(H"^x"^ +  z^|x"^)
= 7^(z9)-7^(z^|xn
=  ?ï(z^) — 7^(z^) (3.8)
Here 77(x'^) denotes differential entropy of user vector x'^. Maximum entropy of random
vector, w, which follows a multivariate Gaussian i.i.d distribution CAf(0,W )  is given 
by [36, 7]:
?^(w) =  log((7re)l^"l(det(W))) (3.9)
Hence entropy for noise vector, z^ is denoted by :
77(z' )^ =  log((7re)'^‘?'(det(a^I|A/-çl))) (3.10)
The expectation of covariance of received signal at APs within cluster can be shown 
as follows. Here:
E[yV ^] = E [ ( H V  + z9 ) ( H V  + z )^'^ ]
=  E [ ( H 'V  +  z^)(x '^% '^^  + z«^)]
=  E [ H ' " x ' +  E[H'"x'^E[z^ t] +  E[z^]E[x'" +  E[z^z^
= H 'V (H '^ )^  +  ÎE[z^z^^] (3-11)
Here E[z^ ]^ =  E[z*?^ ] = 0, E[x'^x'^ =  Q'. Applying similar arguments as above to
(3 .1 0 ) for E[z^z9 t], and using E[x"^x"^ = Q" the following can be deduced:
E[z"^z91] _  E[(H "V '^ + z^)(H "V '^ +  z^^)]
= E[(H"^x"^ +  z^)(x"^  ^+  z^ )^]
=  E[H""x"^x"^ +  E[H""x""]E[z^ +] +  E[z^]E[x"" T E[z^z^ +]
=   ^ (3.12)
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Here, E[z^^] =  E[z^ ]^ =  0, E[z^z^ Combining (3.12) with (3.11), the
following can be deduced;
E } y " y "  t] =  (3 .1 3 )
As with static channels, optimum input covariance matrix that maximizes sum rate is 
the scaled identity matrix. That is, with no CSIT, the power is uniformly distributed 
over all the transmitters in the cluster [5]. With equal power per user:
< - * >
Mutual information is calculated by subsituting (3.14) and (3.15) in (3.12) and (3.13) 
and evaluating the entropies of the input and output vectors. Specifically, entropies for 
received signal vector, and interference and noise vector, z  ^ are deduced and then 
used in sum rate evaluation. For calculating entropy of y^ from (3.13) can be calculated 
as in [36]:
« ( y 9 )  =  lo g ( ( jr e ) l '~ '» l(d e t (P H ''’H ' ’ t  +  P H " ’ H " ' ' t  +  <T?I))) (3 .1 6 )
Similarly entropy for formulated as follows:
?/(&'') =  log((7re)l^"l(det(f(H ''W ^^) + (7%)) (3.17)
Here I is an identity matrix of dimensions ÿ  x ÿ .  By combining (3.16) and (3.18) 
with (3 .7 ) the sum rate generated due to transmissions from a cell within cluster 
can be formulated. Maximum sum rate can be deduced from (3.7). Being sub-optimal 
than FC-CMAC, efficiency of CC-CMAC is denoted by sum rate, Rq and not C. This 
is defined as follows:
R q [ A )  = maxX(x"^; y"^ ) =  T^(y^) -  'H(z^) (3.18)
(3.18) is analyzed in the following section.
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3 .6 . 2  S u m  r a te  fo r sing le  cell p e r  c lu s te r
Assuming complete spectrum is utilized, the sum rate generated due to transmission 
from users in the cell within cluster and received by APs in the cluster is 
given by :
R q { A )  =  E log det (3.19)
where is a channel matrix from all users in cell n to all APs in cluster g,
and is a c l^ 9lx(A-i)/c channel matrix from all users in cell m  to all APs in cluster 
q. Here cell m  is outside the cluster q, and cell n is located within cluster, q. Assuming 
disjoint clusters, m ^ n .
3 .6 .3  S u m  r a te  fo r m u ltip le  cells p e r  c lu s te r
Consider simultaneous transmission from more than 1 cell per cluster i.e. |A/g| > > 1 . 
The dimensions of (Hn)^ are the same as (Hm ) i-6 - (|A^| x |A^|)- It is hence 
possible to generalize channel coefficients from any user in cell to all the receivers 
in the q^^ cluster by H n - Defining set of all cells in system {Afq U A/g) and cells located 
outside cluster q (A/"g), the following is obtained:
/ a l l +  E  P n n i ( H l Ÿ \
7l6(A/qUVVq)
R q { A )  =  E log det
V
<t2I +  E  A H «(H J)
neWq J  \
(3.20)
3 .6 .4  S u m  r a te  fo r tra n s m is s io n  over m u ltip le  b in s  fo r m u ltip le  cells 
p e r  c lu s te r
By introducing frequency bins, B , the spectrum is split, so that users in each cell can 
transmit over bin b which is allocated to the users of that cell. Power is only allocated 
to users which are actively transmitting. The bins are assigned using an allocation 
matrix, A. Hence, the transmit power is a function of A. Generalizing and averaging 
for B  independent bins allocated using A, (3.20) can be re-written as (3.21).
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fl,(A ) = i E E
6 = 1
log det
a?I+ E  Pn(A)Hl(H?,ÿ ]
nGAfb(A)
^îï+ E  n .(A )H ’ (H«)t
V TIGA/"b ( A )rW g /  .
(3.21)
Rg is sum rate generated due to signal transmission from users across system and
received at APs in the cluster. Mathematically,
• cTg is the noise variance -
• Hn is a ^  X A  channel matrix from all users in cell n, to all APs in cluster q
(total APs in each cluster are ^ ) .
• Pn{A) is the maximum transmit power available on each bin allocated to each 
user in cell n
P
;"»(A)= ^ (3.22)
6 = 1
Assuming physically disjoint clusters, sum rate of the bin based clustered cellular system
IS : Q
R {A )  =  Y ^ R , { A )
q = l
Cluster index is represented by q where q = 1,2 - ,Q.
(3.23)
3.7 Sim ulation settings
(3.23) is average log det formulation for maximizing sum rate in CC-CMAC. It is neither 
convex nor concave. Instead of exhaustive search, the preferred choice is to apply 
heuristics which can support a large multi modal search space. CA is a suitable heuristic 
which has been chosen due to its versatility to tune to large number of parameters.
The simulation setting for Monte Carlo based iteration for (3.23) is detailed. Matlab 
v.7.5 was used for implementing the simulation. Here, A is the input generated over 
a given realization of summed for all the cells, n such that, a single value of sum
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rate is deduced. It was found that about 1000 random Monte Carlo iterations were 
sufficient to give an average per cell sum rate argument. For each system realization, 
the Caussian complex matrix, G was randomly generated using i.i.d. c.c.s. fading 
coefficients with CM{0,1). Deterministic pathloss matrix, S  was generated using K N  
uniformly distributed users. K  = 60 produced a sufficiently large user population per 
cell and reduced the variation due to i.i.d fading coefficients. The overall channel 
gain matrix was constructed using Hadamard multiplication of pathloss and fading 
matrices. For bin allocation in CC-CMAC, it was required to generate sub matrix 
from H. This is to represent similar bin allocation to all users within a cell. However, 
power is defined separately for each user constraint. Hence, power allocation is defined 
separately for each user as well as over each bin. Hence the formulation Pn,b{A). Initially 
same power is assumed for all users in each cell and each user shares it over the complete 
spectrum. Hence Pn,b{A) — Fh(A).
P ra c tic a l  p a ra m e te r s
To simulate real world conditions, macro cellular ’Urban Macro’ model [82] is assumed. 
Additionally, cellular MAC regimes and bin allocation parameters are also catered for. 
The parameters are detailed in Table 3.2.
Table 3.2: Practical design parameters for CC-CMAC
Nomenclature Symbol Value
Simulation Cells N 49 Hex wrapped around
Control Units CU 1,7,49
Cell radius 0 .1  — 8  km
Reference radii do 1 m
Reference pathloss Lo 31.5 dB
Pathloss Exponent V 3.5
Max. transmit power P 200 m W
Thermal Noise Density — 169 d B m /H z
Spectrum Bandwidth W 5 MHz
Spectrum granularity B 1 -  60
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3.8 Sum m ary
This chapter provides the system model framework which is a basis for the remain­
der of this thesis. Motivation for localized joint processing is provided. It is worth 
noting that global joint decoder based system is cubic polynomial complex even us­
ing an MMSE receiver. It is hence important to adopt a more realistic paradigm ; 
distributed joint processing at receiver architecture. Further system assumptions are 
detailed There are two common ways to jointly decode APs in cluster formation : (1) 
statically using geographical proximity and (2 ) dynamically using strength of channel 
coefficients. Motivation for dynamic clustering comes from the need to decode signals, 
which are based on their received power. However, by adopting a wrap round model, 
the same objective is achieved hence justifying use of ’fixed’ clusters. A detailed formu­
lation of the sum rate for bin based CC-CMAC framework is detailed. This is used for 
implementing Monte Carlo based simulation. It is appreciated that the problem does 
not have an achievable solution and hence heuristic technique selection for problem is 
justified. Finally, practical simulation parameters for CC-CMAC are detailed.
Chapter 4
GA Optimized bin allocation for 
CC-CM AC Design
4.1 Introduction
Similar to conventional cellular networks, frequency planning is an effective technique 
to control interference between cells belonging to different clusters in a CC-CMAC. 
Here, frequency planning is considered by allocating set of frequency bins to cells within 
clusters. In this chapter, per cell sum rate is used to measure efficiency of the considered 
bin allocation for CC-CMAC. This is implemented by deriving a closed form expression 
for cell sum rate. Compared to the Monte Carlo based simulation form, the presented 
derivation has the advantage of reduced complexity. It is hence used as an input to 
a well known heuristic technique, namely GA. Using a careful selection of conditions 
and techniques for crossover, selection and a new technique for mutation, the GA 
was optimized for the bin allocation problem. Results show the gain of GA inspired 
allocation over full reuse technique for CC-CMAC under the effect of bins, JB and I S D  
for a practically realizable CC-CMAC.
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4.2 Bin based allocation for CC-CM AC
Bins are defined as disjoint frequency intervals of the available spectral band. Consider 
users transmitting from different cells susceptible to mutual interference. Bins are al­
located to a reference user such that some bins are shared with the interfering user, 
while others are orthogonal. A number of consecutive adjacent bins in frequency do­
main constitute a channel. Bins can be rearranged and allocated so as to form different 
channel structures. For example, partially overlapping channels (POCs) as adopted in 
IEEE 802.11b contains set of bins which overlap partially (over less than the complete 
spectrum). An information theoretic analysis of POCs has been studied in [58]. It is 
hence possible to achieve a range of overlapping conditions. Further, different bins (fre­
quencies) allocated to users within the same cell as in partial frequency reuse scheme 
[1] and soft frequency reuse [83] has been considered for IEEE 802.16 standardiza­
tion. Spectrum aggregation of bins where disjoint bins can be coupled can tackle inter­
ference better than the conventional allocation schemes which are more rigid. Such an 
approach is particularly helpful in joint decoding of cells where each cell undergoes dif­
ferent interference levels. This interference typified for CC-CMAC depends on the level 
of coordination of the cells in adjacent clusters, user distribution and cell geometry.
4.3 D erivation o f closed form sum  rate for CC-C M A C
As per simulation results of E[iî,(A)] versus P„(A);Vn. (3.23) is a concave function. 
Hence, applying the Jensen’s inequality [36] gives the following:
1E [ i î , ( A ) ] < ; g ^ lo g
detf<r2lv+ X )  A(A)H«(H«)A
E
TiGA/i)(A)
/ J
(4.1)
det a j U  + y ]  P„(A)H«(H«)<
V nGM,(A)nÂ/^
In (4.1), assume that A  -> oo. As per law of large numbers, E [ f  ] =  |(f} , since large 
K  implies a deterministic X  and Y .  Further, using = log(A) -  log(B) the
following can be deduced:
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E[iî,(A)] < i  log I E  det (aflw  +  y ]  P„(A )H ’ (H«)l)
neAfb{A)
(4.2)
- l o g j E [ d e t ( o - ^ I g +  ^  P , ( A ) H ^ ( H ^ ) + )  j
nGATb(A)rW^
Consider a fast fading scenario where each fading coefficient is represented by and 
pathloss identified by k r  transmission from user in cell to AP in cell Uq 
located within cluster q. The channel coefficient is represented by ® ^n,k
where © represents the Hadamard product. The transmission is modelled as a time- 
varying ergodic process.
Assuming a large number of users per cell i.e. A  -> oo, as per law of large num ­
bers, \ 9 n \ ?  -)■ 1 f o r  Vn,Vg. Using complex matrices for fading, product
of complex fading coefficients with its complex conjugate is equal to power which is 
normalized to unity. Hence,
= 1 (4.3)
Moreover, the expectation of product of a complex fading coefficient with the complex 
conjugate of a different fading coefficient but following the same PDF is the square of 
the expected value of an individual fading coefficient. Hence,
n 9 : : 0 j , J ]  =  w f  (4.4)
here k' i- k and n' f  n. is the expected value of an individual fading coefficient.
In the case of the Rayleigh based flat fading, fig = 0 as in [6 ].
Further, define • • ■ > as 1 x A
complex fading vector and 1 x deterministic pathloss vector for transmission from 
users in cell and received at the AP in the n f  cell within the cluster.
Considering only the diagonal entries of the estimation for covariance of H^, the fol­
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lowing can be deduced:
diag(E[H«H’ *]) =  E [(s i© g ‘ ) (s ;.© g i)* ,...,( s ! ,^ '''© g r’')(s!f‘''0g !f''')^ I4-5) 
= 0   ^  ^  ^ 0  (4.6)
E [ s X t ] , . . . ,E [ s r 's (4.7)
(4.8)
Here diag(.) is the diagonal entry of the matrix in the argument. (4.7) is derived from 
(4.6) after combining with (4.3). F u rther,^  =  K , . . . ,  is the 1 x \Afq\ deterministic 
vector representing average pathloss coefficient, Çn^  experienced by users in n  cell
transmitting to all APs in cluster. Hence, ç»" =  \fng = I , . . .  ,\Mq\ and
k = i
therefore (4.8). Extending the above to the formulation for power and bin allocation, 
the following can be deduced for asymptotically large number of users:
diag(E[fT.(A)H9 (H^)t]) =  PT.(A),^% (4.9)
Recalling (4.2) and decomposing the RHS'log argument, it can be known that:
Wi — E det I +  x ;  />„(A)HJ(HJ)M
n€A /i,(A )
W 2 =  E d e t ( u ^ I & +  y ]  F„(A)H«(H«)M
nGA/b(A)OA/^
Plugging (4.9) in (4.10),
W\ =  det
0-^  +  ^  7^n(A)çi
neAfb{A)
0 a l +  Y .  A(A)%
nGAb(A)
lA/’d
n
(4.10)
(4.11)
(4,12)
Applying similar concept to argument of second log on RHS of (4.2), W2 can be 
obtainted. Hence summing up for all Q clusters, the closed-form sum-rate formulation
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for CC-CMAC, is as follows:
g f 1 B
<7=1 V 6=1
- lo g  n
\nqeAfg
This concludes the derivation.
logf n E  Pn{A.)<;n-‘
\ j l q  EÀ fq nGA/b(A)
+ E
neJ\fb{ A )nN ^
(4.13)
4.3 ,1  T im e C om plex ity  A nalysis: S im ulation  vs C losed  form
■^Average log det sum rate, R  
•  ■Closed form analytical sum rate, R
CC-CM AC
NC-CM AC
Num ber of cells per cluster, \J\fq
Figure 4.1: Time complexity comparison between R  (3.23) &: R  (4.13) as implemented 
using GA in CC-CMAC, NC-CMAC and FC-CMAC.
Algorithmic efficiency is computed using complexity analysis. Using the analytical 
derivation, the closed form representation of (3.23) is given by (4.13). Average of per 
cell sum rate as in (3.23) is evaluated using 1000 Monte Carlo based iterations. These 
represent random fading and user distribution snaps. A for loop is conventionally used 
to average over these states. Figure 4.1 shows that simulation based analysis has com­
plexity to the order of rt^. This explains the increasing gradient with increasing cells 
per cluster, |A^| for simulated sum rate in Figure 4.1. For the closed form representa­
tion, these loops are no longer needed as the fading states are approximated using the
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law of large numbers. Further, Figure 4.1 shows that the order of complexity increases 
logarithmically in the order non-cooperative (NC-CMAC), cluster-cooperative (CC- 
CMAC) and full-cooperative (FC-CMAC) cellular MAC. This can be explained due 
to the reduced search space from FC-CMAC(2^“^ ) to CC-CMAC(2-^I-^I). This gives 
another motivation for choosing CC-CMAC which can be implemented for a range of 
practically realizable receivers in an AP cooperation based cellular system framework.
Figure 4.2 shows that the average Monte Carlo based simulation matches closely to the 
closed form representation for the 3 different Cellular MAC models. This justifies use 
of closed form representation in subsequent analysis.
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Figure 4.2: Effect of ISD on efficiency due to G A Opt PER allocation in CC-CMAC : 
simulated (line) and closed form (markers) formations. Here AP density is varied from 
ISD =  200 to 9000m, N  = 49.
4.4 GA Tools for Sum  R ate A nalysis in CC-CM AC
Genetic algorithms (GAs) work with a rich collection of solutions and are efficient 
in utilizing search space as they only require objective function as input. GAs has 
been a natural choice to solve the frequency allocation problem as in fixed clustered
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wireless systems [35], intelligent allocation techniques [84, 32], and dynamic spectrum 
allocation for uniform and non-uniform traffic distributions [19]. G A was chosen for 
bin allocation of CC-CMAC as it is robust; it has flexibility to deal with discontinuities 
and large multi-modal noisy search spaces [31].
The standard Darwinian approach is used to evaluate the fittest individual in a popu­
lation and use its traits to create a better population of individuals. An individual is a 
strong of bits or chromosome (solution).The chromosome is altered using operators over 
a number of generations. In each generation, a new set of artificial creatures (strings) is 
created using part of the fittest of old generation. The chromosome structure is altered 
in evolutionary stages as per a given fitness function (4.13). Structural changes are 
usually bit alterations which are applied firstly on a pair of chromosomes (crossover) 
and then a single chromosome itself (mutation). The most promising individual is then 
selected as a ‘good fit’ solution to the bin allocation problem for CC-CMAC. The chro­
mosome alleles has values ranging from 0  to 2 ^ - 1  and represent the power granularity ' 
required for bin assignment. Mutation rate is varied due to the irregular reuse of bin 
allocation. It has shown to improve the performance gains. Roulette Wheel and single 
point crossovers [31] are commonly used selection techniques for choosing parents and 
for implementing crossovers respectively. These were hence used. Elitism was selected 
to prevent results from becoming sub-optimal.
Figure 4.3 shows the system flow chart with network parameters and user’s random 
bin allocation used as an input with the optimized frequency allocation as the output.
4.4 .1  E ncoding o f B in  A llocation  M atrix
The method of representation (encoding) for a chromosome has a major impact on 
GA’s performance. Binary string encoding is selected since it helps to select from a 
large number of possibilities using few trials. Compared to a binary string of 5 a binary 
string of 10 has 32 times larger schemata. With larger alphabet sizes the obvious 
disadvantage is calculation complexity. However, due to the binary nature of current 
bin allocation problem, and to avoid premature convergence in our first such analysis, 
the binary encoding scheme is selected. The string length (B  x N )  represents total
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Figure 4.3: GA Flowchart for optimizing bin based allocation in CC-CMAC. POP(tO) 
represents the population at reference time, tO.
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number of genes. Each gene represents allocation of a specific bin to a specific cell for 
CC-CMAC.
4.4 .2  ChromosomG M apping for Join t B in  and Pow er A llocation
Fitness function is a non negative figure of merit [31] used to quantify the ‘best fit 
amongst the population. Survival of the fittest translates to discarding the chromo­
somes which are unfit. In the bin allocation problem, bins are allocated such that they 
maximize sum rate. This is done by using a combination of disjoint and contiguous 
bins. These bins are mapped to a chromosome string of Figure 4.4(A) which consists 
of B bins allocated to each of N cells. Consider rotation of the A  genes vertically and 
talcing each B bin vector afiocated to each of these A genes as a row. The encoded ma- 
trix is hence reshaped from the chromosome string to create a bin allocation table (as 
in Figure 4.4(B)).A x B  allocation matrix of Figure 4.4(B) can be created as a result. 
This allocation matrix denotes the input matrix for (4.13) which is the fitness function.
As can be observed, the fitness function (4.13) represents summation of user rates in 
all Q clusters. In each cluster, the sum rate is of the form Rq{A) = ^  J2b=i j  )•
Here B  is constant over a given run and depends on allocation A dimensions. I repre­
sents the received signal strength as observed by the receivers in cluster, from all 
transmitters in the system (i.e. inside and outside the cluster) and J is received 
signal strength of the transmissions from outside the cluster q. The set of conditions 
under which J is minimized and I is maximized, hence determines the ‘best fit’ solution
to the GA under study.
4.4 .3  Selection  & E litism
Choosing a fitter set of parents to reproduce is the important role of selection. The 
Roulette wheel is chosen as it is the simplest of the selection methods [19, 31]. Here, 
parents are selected based on a probability which is proportional to R(A) (4.13). At- 
tempts were made to implement a modified version of De Jong’s elitist model [85]; the 
best member of current population is forced to become member of the next popula­
tion. This helps maximize sum rate over all generations. Genes from fitter parents have
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1 0
1 gene representing bin 
allocation for cell users.
N
(a) Chromosome representation (1 solution ) using BxN hits 
available for allocation to N  cells. Bin values represent 
allocation (1) and no allocation (0) for the nth cell to which  
that specific bin belongs.
N
1 0
.....
(b) Allocation table for bin assignment 
to users within the cell.
Figure 4.4: (a) Chromosome representation of bins allocated to the cell as per our 
GA optimization; (b) Bin allocation table, A for all cells and its corresponding bin 
value, b is shown. (2^ ,6 = 1 means that the bin has been assigned to the ri cell. 
an,b == 0 implies that no such allocation takes place.
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Figure 4.5: Single Point crossover representation for BAP in CC-CMAC. Here N  = 
49, B =  3, and concatenation takes place at the cell level. The first gene (MAX B) 
represents the central cell in the central cluster which utilizes all bins.
a higher chance of passing of their characteristics to their off springs. These also have 
a chance of producing fitter offsprings as compared to their parents [86].
4.4 .4  C rossover
Crossover is the main genetic operator which preserves inherit characteristics from each 
parent using a “cut-catenate” technique. Single point crossover is the simplest of all 
crossover techniques [19]. Hence it is adopted in this analysis. However, Figure 4.5 
shows that point of crossover cannot bisect bins allocated to a single user (shaded 
group of 3 bins). If that is the case, it will result in the algorithm converging pre­
maturely. Crossover takes place with a set probability, Vc- If Rc = 0, then the new 
chromosome population is a copy of the old. If Vc = I -0 all the offspring are made by
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crossover. In our analysis, Vc is in the range of 0.75 - 0.90.
4 .4 .5  V ariable M u tation
Mutation is a genetic operator which transforms individual chromosomes by randomly 
changing allele (inverting bit positions) of some genes. The operation is carried out on 
the allocated bins and varied as per sum rate gradient in order to respond the random 
nature of user positioning . Mutation takes place with a very low bit probability, to 
prevent the GA from becoming a random search operation. Probability of mutation on 
a bit, Vm is hence in the range 0.0001 - 0.01.
4 .4 .6  T erm ination  C ondition
The termination condition specifies whether the algorithm needs to continue searching 
or stop When no further bin allocation maximizes sum rate and the population has 
converged, the GA terminates. In this implementation, similar fitness values over 
consecutive generation indices satisfies termination condition. The GA will terminate 
if the fitness value is consistent for the last 10 consecutive generations.
4 .4 .7  S ystem  sim ulation
In this section, the parameters required for GA optimization are discussed and then 
applied for the simulation setting similar to one proposed in Chapter 3.
Parameters for GA Optimization
Determining optimization parameters for GA is not trivial. In bin based allocation for 
CC-CMAC, there is no fixed pattern of bin and power allocation. Extensive computa­
tions were required usually with help of pre allocated seeds. Choosing between different 
allocations i.e. random, interference avoidance ,interference allowance, and partial bin 
reuse was implemented as these were consistent with a wide range of parameters and 
flexible in general. Hence these were chosen as the preferred seeds. Based on exper­
imentation, the population size M was shown to affect the run time convergence and
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therefore directly affect GA efficiency. Small value of M  provides insufficient sample 
size for hyper planes. On the other hand, large M  contains large hyper planes and 
are too complex. The bin based allocation conforms with Alander’s experimental work 
[87], where M  is directly proportional to chromosome length. The chromosome length 
{N X B  ) depends on bin size. Hence population size is varied with B  as shown in Ta­
ble 5.1. The remaining parameters have been identified as per discussion in preceding 
section.
Table 4.1: Selection of GA parameters for a modified
GA PARAM ETERS
Suffix Chrom. A Chrom. B Chrom. C
B 10 20 60
Vc 0.65 0.7 0.8
Vm 0.0005 0.0007 0.001
M 40 60 100
Gens 100 200 500
IS D 200-3000 200-3000 200-3000
SGA
Simulation setting
The effect of GA on system efficiency for bin based allocation was investigated in a fix 
clustered cellular network system comprising 49 APs. The propagation environment 
was modelled using the power law based path loss model. The simulation was assumed 
for a suburban macro environment {r] = 3.5, To =  31.5dB). A thermal noise power 
of -169 dBm/ Hz was simulated over a 5 MHz bandwidth. Maximum transmitting 
power of 200 mW per user was used. Fixed users per-unit area were assumed (i.e. 
K  = 16/fcm^). The APs were mapped to the respective clusters using a data file. Each 
AP was assumed to be at the geometric centre of a hexagonal grid spaced D  apart. 
The users were then randomly generated and associated to the respective hexagonal 
cells. The user positions help determine the complete path loss matrix, H. The path 
loss matrix was extracted to represent transmission from each cell user within the 
system to the \Mq\ receiving cells within the cluster to which that cell belongs. This
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is used to compute the average pathloss matrix as per transformation from (4.10) to 
(4.12). The channel matrices for all cells are evaluated for bin usage. The location of 
the cells is either in of the two sets; (a) Mq n  A/j, being the set of all cells within cluster 
q, (b) MqCMb being the set of all cells which transmit over the bin but do not 
belong to the cluster q. The conditional sets (a) and (b) are used to determine closed 
sum rate formulation of (4.13). A is determined by transforming the chromosome 
string structure to a tabular structure as in Figure 4.4. This is considered as GA input 
function and refined over generations. For the G A, a population size of up to 100 is 
assumed which is iterated for 100 -  500 generations. Vc is in the region 0.65 -  0.90, 
whereas Vm has a value of 0.0005 -  0.01. B  is analyzed for values upto 60. These are 
summarized in Table 5.1.
4.5 R esu lts & A nalysis
GA optimization allocates bins in irregular fashion. Users in cluster centre implement 
full reuse whereas users in cluster edge implementing reuse on only part of the allocated 
bins. The GA optimization is hence referred to as GA Optimized Partial Bins Reuse 
or GA Opt PBR in subsequent discussion.
4.5 .1  Effect o f B  on G A  O pt Sum  R ate
The effect of bins on the sum rate for different ISDs is considered in Figure 4.6. Here 
y  =  1, A  =  49, Q =  7, 7? =  3.5, Lo =  31.5 dB, and Thermal Noise density is assumed 
to be 16.9 dBm/Hz over 5MHz bandwidth. As the bin granularity is increased from 
J5 =  2 to approximately B  = 60, the sum rate increases due to larger number of bins. 
The rate of increase in sum rate reduces for B > 30. This is due to a large B  available 
for allocation. The sum rate increase due to increased power allocation is compensated 
by the increased interference due to user transmissions originating from other clusters. 
The SINR depends on the power allocated per user which is not varied. For a simple 
power allocation scheme (two power allocation states), the graph saturates for large B.
It is worth noting that the GA Opt PBR has efficiency comparable to full reuse when B
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I S D  =  3000
GA Opt PBR (Highly dense AP) 
-X- Pull Reuse (Highly dense AP) 
-e — GA Opt PBR (Mod dense AP) 
Full Reuse (Mod dense AP)
♦— GA Opt PBR (Low dense AP)
0- Full Reuse (Low dense AP)
20 30 40
Number of bins, B
Figure 4.6: Effect of B  on sum rate using no power quantization is shown. Comparison 
is made between GA optimized Partial Bin Reuse referred to as GA Opt PBR scheme 
for ISD =  200 to ISD =  3000.
is very low. This is because edge cells in CC-CMAC architecture are prone to interfer­
ence from 3 cells in first interference tier. This is unavoidable when the bin granularity 
is small. Multi user diversity gain is not able to exploit dynamic fluctuations of small 
scale fading due to ’’channel hardening” [88]. Using only two power states, namely 
0 and P, interference is best avoidable if users remain silent. This contradicts QoS 
requirements as pointed out in Chapter 1 and reduces utility to null. This is infeasible 
so interference needs to be accepted. Hence the reduced efficiency.
Figure 4.7 shows the effect of users, K  on the sum rate for different ISDs. The simulation 
implemented in Figure 4.6 assumed an average user density (K  =  75). This is a value 
point of simulations since by increasing K  to 120 does not lead to significant advantage 
in terms of sum rate contribution. This is because of saturation of power diversity 
advantage. However, reducing user density to about half this value results in significant 
degradation in resource efficiency. The multi user diversity is noting explouited and 
leads to inter cluster interference causing reduction in resource efficiency.
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Figure 4.7: Effect of K  on sum rate using no power quantization is shown. Here GA 
optimized Partial Bin Reuse referred to as PSB.
4 .5 .2  Effect o f  A P  D en sity  on  G A  O pt Sum  R ate
The effect of AP density on per cell sum rate for bin based clustered system is inves­
tigated in this section. Figure 4.8 shows that for dense APs, Darwinian approach in 
CC-CMAC helps to achieve up to 75% of the resource efficiency achieved by FC-CMAC 
in a similar environment. The large B  increases sum rate due to the power diversity 
advantage. It is possible to avoid reuse of bins in cells located on the cluster edge. 
This is due to large resource pool. At the same time all the bins can be utilized within 
cells which are at the centre of clusters. This is in sharp contrast to efficiency of full 
reuse for CC-CMAC {Q — 7) which results in only 35% of FC-CMAC efficiency. For 
IS D  < 500m, the pathloss is dominant over the randomness of the multi antennas in 
a cluster and hence determines the rise in sum rate. This is in sharp contrast to power 
less dense region where sum rate depends on the power allocation. The CA advantage 
is reduced as APs becomes less dense. For ISD > 3000 m the advantage due to the 
bin size is minimal since the received signal strength is too weak to give any power 
diversity advantage. To prevent zero allocation, the users transmitted at P  leading to
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situation of being interference limited. Hence for sparsely dense APs, the efficiency of 
CC-CMAC using ON-OFF (ON when P  is allocated and OFF when 0 is allocated) 
signalling is very close to that of NC-CMAC. Coupled with noise and propagation loss 
for rural environments, this difference is expected to be reduced further. Hence, using 
ON-OFF power allocation, the advantage of CC-CMAC is limited to dense AP regimes 
with H > 30.
20 'Q =  1: FC-CMAC with full reuse 
Q =  7: CC-CMAC with full reuse 
Q = 49: NC-CMAC with full reuse 
Q =: 7: CC-CMAC with PBR (GA)
1000 2000 3000 4000 5000 6000 7000 8000 9000
Intersite Distance ( I S D )  wrt cell centre in m
Figure 4.8: Effect of ISD on Per Cell Sum Rate generated due to GA Opt PBR at high 
bin granularity, B. Here V  =  1, H =  30, plotted from ISD =  200 to ISD =  9000m, 
N  =  49. For reference. Full Reuse as implemented for FC-CMAC and NC-CMAC are 
also shown.
4.6 Sum m ary
In this chapter, bin based allocation for CC-CMAC was modelled with simplified as­
sumptions and practical constraints. Objective function was initially formulated using 
simulations. A closed form representation of the sum rate helped reduce the system
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complexity. The resource allocation was implemented using the tools of heuristics. G A 
was chosen because of its robustness and simplicity. Because of the range of control 
parameters one can have control over GA has tremendous potential in its use for power 
quantization, bin granularity, AP density and pathloss exponent. The GA was modified 
to suit these needs: block sized crossover operator (to prevent a cell allocation being 
broken in the mid), population based mutation (for variation in new genetic material 
introduced) and in implementing elitism (to prevent local minima). By implementing 
the mentioned, and for no power granularity, dense AP based CC-CMACs can help 
reach to of the efficiency of a FC-CMAC. The advantage quickly deteriorates for 
less dense AP deployments. For IS D  > 3000 m, GA based allocation has negligible 
advantage over conventional cellular systems. This could be explained due to the inter­
ference limited nature of the clustered system. This effect could be minimized by larger 
degree of freedom (higher options in the power bandwidth plane) and tapering the size 
of cells within peripheral clusters. The ON-OFF signalling scheme is helpful for sim­
ple transmitters without power regulation, and where allocation policy cater for large 
number of non interfering frequency chunks. High AP density and low bin granularity 
to exploit different quality of services including seamless and guaranteed (Best Effort 
users [9]). High AP density with j5 > 10 suits users requiring constant sum rate levels 
(High priority users[9]). The allocation does not model realistic parameters.This will be 
further extended for increased power granularity and non uniform user distribution in 
the following chapter. The scheme implemented does not cater for cell tapering which 
could effect the level of multi user gain diversity.
Chapter 5
Joint bln and power allocation  
for CC-CM AC : Design & 
Application
5.1 Introduction
In a typical resource management scenario for the Gaussian Cellular Multiple Access 
Channel(GCMAC), power magnitude is constrained by limited battery life, implemen­
tation cost of high output power amplifiers and co channel interference from users 
belonging to other clusters {inter cluster interference). In the above case, per user 
power constraint is assumed since batteries, laptops, and other gadgets, have a trans­
mit power controlled by efficiency, weight, and storage characteristics of its energy 
source. This is applicable in CC-CMAC which has spatially distributed users who can­
not share their power. Furthermore, a practical reason for adopting maximum power 
constraint exists, because it optimizes overall performance of sum rate efficiency in 
multi-cell environments [89].
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5.1.1 Pow er C onstraint
The aim of power management exercise is to distribute total transmission power such 
as to maximize overall performance. In the best effort service model, sum rate is ad­
justed as per environment. Moreover, it does not require stringent QoS requirement on 
transmission rate provided data traffic is delivered reliably. To guarantee acceptable 
link quality for multiple transmissions in non-orthogonal channels, each user’s power is 
regulated via a power control mechanism. However, implementing power management 
over multiple parallel channels is different as compared to other power schemes since 
spatial multiplexing technique, channel gain and noise power are different for each chan­
nel. The power management over these multiple channels can be considered analogous 
to power management over independent multiple frequency bins. In this chapter, power 
management in independent multiple frequency bins is therefore referred to as power 
allocation. Power and bin allocation can be jointly implemented by optimizing power 
profile over bin assignment for a given bin granularity, B . Another form of power man­
agement is through rate control which is discussed as follows. In extreme environments, 
where some of the users’ link quality is sensitive to variable environment, increasing 
power allocation for disadvantaged users results in decreased system efficiency. In such 
worse case scenarios, effective rate control with the help of improved frequency bin 
assignment can lead to improved performance. QualComm s HDR (High Data Rate) 
system demonstrates this by using rate control as an efficient tool for radio resource 
management [90]. It is implemented using a scheduler to determine bin (frequency 
selective) access to each user.
In CC-CMAC, although all bins are available to each user within a cluster, the al­
locator has the flexibility to allocate as many bins as is required to optimize system 
efficiency. This is necessary to reduce the inter-cluster interference for users on cell 
edge or in conditions where the link is further deteriorated (due to sparse AP density). 
Specifically, fewer bins allocated to cell in the cluster will result in reduced per 
cell sum rate, Rm,q which degrades total system efficiency. For system level analysis, 
bin based scheduling will require instantaneous access to allocate power to all cell users.
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The users are prioritized based on interference under consideration. This allocation is 
typically centralized.
Since the per cell sum rate formulation is difficult to resolve without heuristic, it is used 
as an objective function for G A, a well known heuristic technique. Various heuristics use 
different starting points. These are tried and tested using iterative hill climbing methods 
and the best resultant local maxima is selected [32, 84]. To increase chances to reach 
global maximum, randomly generated starting points are chosen. This however means 
that there is no guarantee that number of trials can be predicted and whether global 
maximum is reached or not. GAs are designed to solve such a problem. To increase 
chances of reaching as close as possible to the optimal allocation, the dimensions of 
resource allocation namely power and bin allocation as exploited.
Since power and bandwidth are inherently coupled, the degrees of freedom in power 
allocation are explored using 2^ options in power allocation and 2^ in bandwidth allo­
cation. In order to formulate the joint power allocation and bin assignment problem, 
the gene is initially considered for single bit allocation (Chapter 4). This is then allowed 
to accommodate multiple bins per allocation. It hence helps to counter the varying in­
terference levels. These steps determine range of power allocation states ranging from 
no power to maximum power conditions. In this way the total dimensions of resource 
allocation available are 2^^. Using realistic parameters, interference by users in CC- 
CMAC implies irregular interferences. This is because the resources are allocated by 
CUs which have to distribute the allocation when a change in user density is observed. 
Due to distributed nature of CUs and time varying traffic, central operator needs to dis­
tribute resources iteratively using intelligent resource allocation techniques.The traffic 
is hence non-uniform which requires intelligent resource distribution (by the resource 
management functionality at the CU end). For CC-CMAC, cell based asymmetry is 
most evident for edge cell users. In the next section, an allocation policy is formulated 
to address this challenge.
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5.1 .2  Pow er G ranulation  and B in  Profiling
As in [35] power transmitted per user consists of two possible power levels : OFF state 
i.e. no power assigned to bin under consideration and ON state i.e. the transmission 
over the bin takes place using maximum power. Such a state is referred to as ON-OFF 
power state. The ON-OFF power state acts like a switch but does not help regulate 
the power allocation to meet variable interference. This regulation is important to 
minimize interference from cells transmitting in adjacent clusters. Due to different 
interference levels in cell centre and cell edge users, such transmission patterns are not 
always uniform.
It is therefore necessary to introduce quantization levels to regulate the power alloca­
tion. This is done using quantization bits. The quantized bits per allocation represented 
by V  bits per bin is now introduced. The power level is jointly encoded within the allo­
cation. These values are assigned to an allocation matrix, A where an,b is the element
at the row and column of A. Mathematically, when V =  1 (1 bit representing 
power for each bin assignment) is reproduced from (3.2):
1 if bin b is allocated to cell n .
a„,b=S (5.1)
0 otherwise
For V  quantization bits per bin, b the allocation has the following possible states:
=  {0,1, . . . ,  2^  ^ -  1} (5.2)
(5.1) is hence a special case of (5.2) when V =  1.
Further, it is possible to introduce notation for quantized power allocation using two 
different power constraints : (a) power per bin, and (b) power per user constraint over 
all bins allocated to a user. These changes are described in the following section.
5.1 .3  Pow er A llocation  Schem es
Power allocation encoding using V  quantization bits per bin is used in the allocation 
matrix, A. In this section, investigation is made to the effect of two types of power
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constraints, namely the per user and per bin power constraint. These are referred to 
as Power Scheme A & Power Scheme B.
D efinition 5.1 (Coupled Power Allocation). Introducing the power allocated to a bin, 
b in cell n as Pn,b Power Scheme A relates to coupled power allocation scheme:
Pn.,W = -----^ ----- (5-3)n^,b ~ B
(2^ -  1) y~^an,6
y  n =  1, . . . ,  V 
V 6 =  I , . .. ,B
where P  = Pn is the per user power constraint for all users in cell, n.
D efinition 5.2 (Decoupled Power Allocation). No coupling of power allocation takes 
place between bins being shared by a single user. When power is allocated to a certain 
bin, b it is only constrained by design parameters i.e. quantization bit V  and per bin 
power, (. Hence, Power Scheme B(PSB) is related to decoupled power allocation:
(5-4)
V n =  1 ,. . .  ,N  
b = 1 , . . .  ,B
where (n,b is the power constraint over b^  ^ bin as applicable to all users in cell n.
In the following. Coupled Power Allocation (PSA) and Decoupled Power Allocation 
(PSB) are revisited and then compared with the help of a global variable, Cav
C oupled Pow er A llocation : Pow er Schem e A (PSA )
In this scheme, it is assumed that the power allocated to each user is coupled over the 
bins allocated to that user. The transmit power of each user is assumed to be constant 
over the code block. Since the sum rate is averaged over large number of fading snaps, 
the ergodic sum rate is evaluated. For a given V , an increase in the number of bins
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allocated will result in an equal decrease in power allocation over other bins allocated to 
a user and vice versa. The coupling hence regulates power allocation over the complete 
spectrum. The advantage of this scheme is that it is applicable for scenarios where same 
source of power is used throughout. Further, it is also implementable in cases where 
assigning power over one bin for a user, equal power is allocated over the complete 
spectrum (i.e. flat PSD). This is beneficial where stringent power mask constraints are 
preferred over the total power constraints as in [28].
Decoupled Power Allocation : Power Scheme B
In this section a general formulation for decoupled power allocation is introduced. Çav 
is defined as power per bin constraint averaged over the whole system and scaled to 
represent power quantization. Hence,
P n , 6 ( A )  =  (^n,b ' Cav ( 5 -5 )
V n = 1 , . . . , N ,
V  b =  1 , . . .  ,B ,
where ( a v  = E [ ^ ]  V n  = l , . .  . , N , V b  = 1 , . . . ,B .
In this case, the power allocated per bin is independent of the power allocated to 
other bins utilized by the user. This ensures that for a given user, certain bins can be 
switched off or allocated minimum power to prevent undue interferences. Such a power 
plan could suit devices with multiple antennas each tuned to transmit over different 
discrete frequency intervals or b. It improves system sum rate by allocating frequency 
bin resources to users depending on the location of interfering cells.
5.2 A nalysis o f Power A llocation  T ypes
The comparison between coupled and decoupled power allocation schemes can be done 
using scaled power quantization. This is implemented by considering power allocation
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per user as a metric. Hence, using per bin allocation for PSB for bin, b which is 
allocated to users in cell n, using PSB, it can be deduced that,
P n , b W  =  0,n,b ' Cn,b ( 5 -6 )
B
But since ^  < P  (PSA), hence
' (5-7)
6 =1
where it is assumed that (oU is constant for all n. When ony 1 bin resource is allocated 
to all users within the system, a pessimistic upper bound for the decoupled power 
allocation scheme can be defined i.e. P. (5.7) states the condition when the two 
schemes are comparable. For multi cell scenario, two types of cell power distribution 
can be considered. These involve similar allocation for all cells in the system (uniform 
cell power allocation); and dissimilar allocation amongst the different cells in the system 
(non uniform cell power allocation).
5.2.1 N on-U niform  C ell Pow er A llocation
Consider the expectation of power constraint per bin over bin 6, for each user in cell 
n, denoted by C n ,6 -  Expectation of global power constraint per bin Çav can be deduced 
over per bin constraint for users in cell n, C n ,6 -  This average is done over all the cells 
and can be expressed as follows:
n = l 6 = 1
5.2.2 U niform  C ell Pow er A llocation
Consider two extreme cases of joint power and bin allocation : only 1 bin is allocated 
to all users (2) all B  bins are being allocated to all users (full reuse). Using U =  1, for 
power allocation, the first case, (av = P- For the second case, Cav — Plugging into
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(5.7), both power schemes are equivalent for the uniform power allocation to all cells 
including conditions between the two extreme cases. This idealized case is applicable 
for homogeneous load demand across the cells.
P roposition  5.1. Given a loose upper bound, it is possible to design a system that 
gives comparable performance using PSA as compared to PSB only i f  for V  ^  1, the 
following holds true for cell, n;
/  \
N B
n = l  6 = 1
\fn = 1 , . . .  ,N  (5.9)
It can be seen from (5.9) that decoupled power is optimal when for a given user, the sum 
power per bin over all the bins is greater than the per user power, P. The power per user 
is however a loose upper bound since it is well known that full bin reuse is non optimal 
[57] and hence the right side of (5.9) would be lower in magnitude for the most efficient 
allocation. The sum rate is a logarithmic function of per user power allocation. Hence, 
provided that saturation is not reached, increasing bin allocation based on decoupled 
power allocation across the cluster cells is expected to increase system sum rate resulting 
in improved efficiency. It is easy to observe that Proposition 5.1 reduces to a uniform 
cell power allocation and is therefore a generalized expression. Using a standardized 
per user power constraint, P, for each power scheme (5.9) is hence adopted.
5.3 G A  D esign  for O ptim izing Joint B in  and Power A llo­
cation
In this section the effect of power quantization, V  as implemented using PSA and PSB 
is analyzed. Further, GA functions already developed in Section 4.4 are adapted to 
suit any irregular /  regular allocation pattern. The population generation process and 
mutation operator are modified for the chromosome under consideration. The values 
are distributed over a range defined by [0,2^ — 1]. Hence, power allocation using higher
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V  gives more degrees of freedom than just the ON-OFF state. It is worth noting how­
ever, that each power quantization state is chosen with an equal probability. Encoded 
allocation matrix is mapped to a chromosome, fitness function is modified and variable 
mutation formulated.
5.3.1 C hrom osom e E ncoding
Consider high values of V. The dimension of allocation matrix A stays the same i.e. 
N  X B . The matrix entries are however modified to represent variable encoding i.e. 
higher quantization states i.e. V  > 1  using power allocation levels : 1, . . .  , 2^ -  1, as 
in (5.2).
5.3.2 F itn ess Function
Te fitness function is the per cell sum rate encoded for the whole network. Being a 
function of closed form sum rate (4.13), the power allocation is modified for V  > 1 .
Pow er A llocation p er b in
The changes are reflected in the assignment for coupled (5.3) and decoupled power (5.5). 
In order to evaluate global variable Cau, decoupled power allocation requires knowledge 
of P, V  and per cell allocation for the whole system. Coupled power allocation however 
only requires P ,V  and current state of allocation matrix A.
T herm al Noise
Noise power received at the APs within the cell clusters, depend on bandwidth, and 
are hence proportional to the total bins used for transmission. Hence, power allocation 
rather than power quantization, V  affects thermal noise.
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5 .3 .3  V ariab le  M u ta t io n  
V ariable M u ta tio n  for V  = 1
In this section, the effect of V  on mutation operator is considered. Mutation is generally 
static for a given finely tuned set of parameters. However, here it is implemented so 
that the mutated values depend on the slope of fitness versus generation curve. The 
probability of mutation Vm is regulated with the help of a variable mutation operator 
defined by APrn- When the fitness-generation slope is steeper than a given threshold, 
a negative AVm  balances the effect by reducing Vm- On the other hand, if the fitness- 
generation slope has a gradual slope, a positive AVm  increases Vm- This ensures that 
while new genes are being introduced, the mutation operator does not convert GA to 
a random search operation. The parameters are conditioned to AVm = O.lVm which 
is incremented after every 10 generations interval if the algorithm is stuck in a local 
maxima and vice versa. For U =  1, and for a given probability of mutation, the G A 
flips the allele (gene value) represented by the allocation on the 6*^  bin in the gene 
from 0 to P  and vice versa. Here AVm  is adjusted to reach a globally optimal solution 
for a number of test allocations. For the case of U =  1, the mutation operator reduces 
to a simple ON-OFF switch. The complexity of this mutation is proportional to the 
number of number of mutation steps which is determined by length of chromosome i.e. 
B  X N . and is not affected by the high degree of power quantization l e .V .
V ariable M u ta tio n  for V  > 1
For y  > 1, the range of possible ‘flips’ increases to beyond the two states (2%) scaled 
to that of higher quantization states 2^, W  =  2,3,4,5. It is assumed that the bins 
are allocated the different power levels with equal probability. Here AVm  is adjusted 
to reach a globally optimal solution as part of the mutation operation. Given a zero 
valued allele chosen by probability Vm, the GA flips the allele as per the following
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=  (5:10)
relationship :
(2^ — 1) 
where, Vi =  0 , . . . ,  2^ — 1;
V j =
and , 2 f  j
Here, and represents bin allele for bin allocated to cell, before and
after the mutation, respectively.
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5.4 A pplication of D ynam ic Power and B in  A llocation  for 
C C-CM AC : N on hom ogeneous user d istribution
For efficient channel management, the traffic carrying potential of a wireless system 
should be enhanced to increase the system efficiency. Uniform bin allocation to all cell 
users is efficient when the traffic is predictable and uniform. Traffic in cellular systems 
is generally non-uniform.
To determine the effects of non-uniform user density, it is important to pursue an allo­
cation which promotes stability. The centralized resource management gives a globally 
stable solution, hence it is adopted. It is helpful in modelling the fluctuating user den­
sity levels to enhance system efficiency. However it leads to unwanted signal overheads 
which waste the already limited spectrum available. Centralized resource management 
further leads to increased time complexity as compared to distributed resource manage­
ment techniques. It is however possible to reduce computation complexity of centralized 
frequency allocation by predictive use of heuristics. This will be discussed in Section
5.4.3 and the effect demonstrated in different time snapshots of the system.
Non homogeneous user distribution arises due to system asymmetry (varying distance 
of cell users to all APs). The time of the day also affects user distribution according to 
group behaviours. This includes user movement to and fro from work, shopping place, 
or schools and colleges. Hence, a uniform resource allocation to cells can lead to high 
blocking in some cells, whereas other cells under utilized resources. Effect of user based 
clustering is detailed in [75j Detailed analysis of uniform resource allocation in current 
architectures is done in [91]. Due to user asymmetry, applying uniform bin allocation 
results in inefficient resource distribution. Moreover, the physical topography of land 
i.e. hills and rivers along with man-made construction i.e. roads, offices, transportation 
systems means that there will always be a large cluster of users in some areas whereas 
low user density in others places. This section considers the effect of non uniform user 
distribution in the context of CC-CMAC, using some terms as discussed previously.
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5.4 .1  S ystem  M od el & A ssu m p tion s
Non uniform user distribution can be simulated using circular, linear and random shifts 
of the cell distribution with more than average user distribution propagating due to 
geographical limitations and user behaviour. In this case, a cell is assumed to have 
a large density of users (approximately four times average user distribution). This is 
defined as peak hour user distribution. All the remaining cells have a similar average 
user density. Since the area of all cells in the system is the same, the user density per 
cell is proportional to total cell users, K . From Chapter 4, AT «  50. Hence, cells with 
peak hour user distribution have approximately 200 users /cell.
It is assumed that variation in traffic can be averaged at given snapshot indices. During 
consecutive snapshots, the peak hour user distribution propagates through the system 
according to the defined shift pattern. All the remaining cells have an average cell 
user distribution. Users are updated simultaneously by a central frequency manager 
residing with the operator. Macroscopic traffic analysis using concept of segmentation 
in space and time was introduced in a cellular automata based model defined by Nagel- 
Schrekenberg [92]. This was the first and most successful of road traffic based user 
distribution models as in the model under discussion. The concept of discrete time, ti 
for the slot i is borrowed and utilized for a discrete space defined for each cell user by 
the cell radii, r. However, unlike the cellular automata based model, in this description 
each cell consists of users who have a cell based profile which remains stable for the 
duration of interval ti — 1 to ti.
Traffic conditions vary within the time snaps but average out to a set of stable network 
parameters. These parameters were used as input to the fitness function, which is then 
evaluated as part of GA based optimization. Specifically, the spatial user diversity is 
modelled by varying the cell users’ density in each time snap. The time diversity is used 
to model the movement of high user density over a series of time snaps. Mathematically, 
defining unit step function as u{ti) for time up to ti, peak hour user density as kh, and 
average user density as kav, the following holds:
kh{u{t — t i- i )  — u{t — ti)) = Fkav (5-11)
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Vz =  1, . . .  , r ' ,  where T ' denotes the maximum number of snapshots or MAXSNAPS. 
Left hand side of (5.11) is the user density for dense cells in time interval t i - i  to ti. 
Further, F  =  ^  is defined as the ratio of maximum to average user density per cell 
for the whole system. For the model proposed, F  is 4.
5.4 .2  Sum  R a te  E valuation
Recalling the analytical derivation of fitness function from Chapter 4, the channel 
matrix used in evaluating  ^ is an estimation of covariance of channel matrix Hn 
as from (4.12) to (4.12). For non-uniform user distribution, ç j’ depends on cells with 
variable user density. Hence, there are two different densities to be considered for the 
channel matrix: average user density, & peak hour user density. The dimensions of 
the covariance of does not change. Hence, the mentioned equations hold in this 
case. The changes implemented however includes the following additional steps . First, 
compute N qX K  channel matrix for users in cells with fcau and find covariance of the 
channel matrix. Second, compute Nq x F A channel matrix for users in cells with 
high density (%)user distribution and find its covariance. Finally, the covariances are 
summed up and used in sum rate evaluation. For closed form representation only the 
value of Çn^  would be effected depending on whether n is a cell with high or average 
user distribution.
5.4 .3  G A  based  im p lem en tation  for n on-hom ogeneous user d istr ib u ­
tion
The GA flow chart Figure 5.1 summarizes the main processes required to determine 
allocation for non uniform user distribution in CG-CMAC. The MAXSNAP represents 
the number of snaps to simulate the non-uniform user distribution as identified by 
comparison scenarios. The initial population is determined randomly at time to and 
ranked according to the fitness index. This population is referred to as POP (to)- After 
evaluating the per cell sum rate, the algorithm is used to perform selection, hereby re­
placing the 50% of lower rank chromosomes with ones generated randomly. The single 
point crossover and mutation based population convergence adopted in previous GA
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Figure 5.1: Flowchart for Predictive GA based Optimization : Elite Chromosome(ij) is 
fittest chromosome, selected at t j .  Here varies with each snapshot to represent the 
changing user density for each cell.
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application remains unchanged. This is because the complexity of these two process 
depend on population size, M , and mutation probability Vm which are independent 
of user density and hence K . After convergence, the fittest individual is selected and 
the chromosomes mapped into tabular form to' represent allocation matrix, A. For 
t > t \ ,  the fittest individual from previous time snap {ti-i)  is used to create a popula­
tion which is evaluated in the next run of G A. This feedback of the fittest chromosome 
over successive time snapshots, is referred to as predictive GA snapshot. The predic­
tive GA snapshot scheme is compared with random GA snapshot scheme which uses 
independent randomly generated population for each snapshot. Throughout the GA 
execution, the time per generation for convergence using elite chromosome is observed 
and noted for both random and predictive GA snapshots. Finally, the fittest chromo­
somes produced after each GA run are recorded and analyzed to compute bin usage 
per cell.
5.5 Scenarios for G A O ptim ized B in  A llocation  to  N on  
uniform  traffic d istribution in CC-CM AC
The GA snapshot is implemented for 3 different conditions. These are detailed in 
following scenarios.
5.5.1 Scenario 1: C ircular Shift o f P eak  H our U ser D istr ib u tion
In this section, a common traffic user model is used for simulating ideal roundabout 
conditions in the state of New Jersey, USA . This roundabout model is referred to 
as Collingwood Gircle [20]. The model considers the gap versus acceptance ratio for 
distances between contiguous vehicles which can be measured and simulated using 
GA predictive snapshots. The gap versus acceptance ratio helps measure user density 
assumed over a whole working day. The Collingwood Circle simulates circular traffic 
conditions as peak user distribution ripples from A to F in an anti clockwise manner as 
in Figure 5.2. Figure 5.3 reveals the timing diagram. The morning rush hours creates 
a traffic block, which scans over 3 cells in the shape of an arch (A-C) in one direction
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(South to North). The afternoon rush hours are modelled using the next 3 remaining 
cells of the circle (D-F) in the other direction (North to South).
(A) Circular shift of peak hour 
user distribution ^-t ,
(B) Circular shift of peak hour 
user distribution t, - t ;
Figure 5.2: Model representation for circular shift of peak hour user distribution. In­
dexed cells (0 , A-F) represent the shift over 6 time snap shots.
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Figure 5.3: Time diagram for model represented in Figure 5.2 
Another application for a circular traffic scenario comes from public transportation
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systems at a remote facility (airport, shopping mall) sharing the same link to and fro 
from the facility. Users cluster together in groups and embark at certain stops, while 
disembarking at other stops. Stops are close to the centre of each cell. Here, it is 
assumed that distances between stations are uniform and vehicle move at a constant 
speed. Further, being a public facility, the traffic flows constantly, hereby following a 
circular pattern of user movement and hence user distribution. The planar model and 
corresponding timing diagram for such a circular traffic model are shown in Figure 5.2 
& 5.3 Note the subscript h and av represents cell densities in high and average user 
density distributions.
5.5 .2  Scenario 2 : L inear Shift o f P eak  H our U ser D istr ib u tion
In this section, a realistic traffic scenario in an urban city artery is considered for 
modelling linearly varying peak hour user distribution. There is a high flow of traffic 
during office closing hours as well as morning hours on the main city arteries connecting 
commercial centre to suburban areas of residence. This is due to the fact that most of 
the office workers use the main road/highway/ bypass connecting the offices to living 
residences and vice versa.
Here, the time snaps are assumed to be spread only during the duration of these two 
time intervals i.e., during early morning and evening rush hours. It is also assumed that 
there are no additional traffic from road branches, and all the traffic takes the same 
time from one cross section to next and enters only from one end of the artery and exits 
from the other. At least one user in any car is making use of cellular network and the 
average traffic load per cell is proportional to the number of cars and vehicles in a cell 
at that instant. This is quadrupled during the rush hours (F =  4). The planar model 
and timing diagram for linear propagation from O to F are presented in Figure 5.4 and 
Figure 5.5, respectively.
5.5 .3  Scenario 3 : R andom  Shift o f  P eak  H our U ser D istr ib u tio n
This scenario is one with the worst case, which is applicable for any given terrain 
and time of day as it is not biased by events which dictates user group movements.
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Figure 5.4: Model representation for Linear Shift of Peak Hour User Distribution. 
Shaded cells (0 , A-F) represent the shift over 7 time snapshots.
Further, sampling over a large area and over a larger time snapshot index, random user 
distributions can be modelled. To evaluate optimal resource allocation, processes as 
defined earlier for Scenarios 1 & 2 are repeated for Randomly shifted peak hour user- 
distribution.
Sampling over a large time and space domain, most user distributions can be approx­
imated to a random process. Moreover, random processes are said to be most stable 
over large snapshots, since they average out to a fixed mean value. Hence, in this 
section random shift of peak hour user distribution is discussed.
Users are allocated a random allocation which spontaneously quadruples at randomly 
indexed cells. The system is analyzed using predictive GA snapshot scheme as before. 
The cell which is assigned the peak hour user distribution however is now chosen in 
a non-predictable manner. The random process is implemented with a seed which 
depends on the CPU clock. Hence, no two random processes will generate the same
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Figure 5.5: Time diagram for model represented in Figure 5.4
cell. The steps are summarized in the modified GA flow chart (Figure 5.1) which caters 
for regenerative bin allocation. GA is tuned in order to converge to a stable value. The 
time is measured and analyzed for different averaged out values.
5.6 N um erical results for effect o f ^  & 1/ on G A Opt sum  
rate for CC-CM AC
The sum rate analysis developed for PSA in Chapter 4 is extended and implemented for 
PSB. Using U > 1, the formulation is extended by varying per cell bin allocation using 
partial bin reuse within the clusters. Edge central cell has reduced allocation whereas 
inner cells are given more bins in order to maximize sum rate. Such a framework is 
implemented using GA.
Joint power allocation and bin assignment is applied to each cell user. This assumes 
that all users within a cell share the same bin assignment. The given power profile over
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Figure 5.6: Effect of B  on (i)(PSA), (ii) (PSB) based GA Opt PBR allocation is 
analyzed. Here E =  1, ISD — 200,500,3000m). Comparison is made between Full Bin 
Reuse and GA Opt PBR allocation schemes. .
bin allocation is used as input to the GA to perform unequal power allocation over the 
bins available. Effect of B  is summarized by comparing both PSA and PSB. This is 
extended later in the chapter by considering the effect of V &: AP density variation. 
In this realm, results from the Interference Allowance allocation are used for reference. 
The modified GA is then evaluated for bin allocation with V  = 1 and repeated for 
E >  1.
Im pact of H, F  =  1
As the bin granularity is increased from H =  2 to approximately H =  60, it can be 
observed from Figure 5.6 that the sum rate increases. This is because of the greater 
degree of freedom due to large number of bins. This trend leads to saturation when 
B  > 30. This is due to the fact that for a large B  available for allocation, the sum 
rate increase due to power diversity is compensated by the increased interference due
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to transmissions from users in other clusters sharing the same bin.
The allocation is conditioned for h igh(H ), m edium (M ) and low(L) AP densities. 
For ON-OFF signalling, power is only allocated on two levels, namely 0 k  P. PSA is 
optimal as compared to PSB for very low levels of bin granularity but becomes sub 
optimal when B  > S.Further, this affect is more pronounced for highly dense systems 
where PSB is optimal for all values of bin allocation than for systems with sparse AP 
density. Therefore, coupled power allocation is effective in low B  regimes and sparse 
AP densities. This is because coupling prevents per user power to go below P  in low 
interference regimes. Decoupled power allocation can easily fluctuate from 0 to d^ av 
is therefore more likely to have under utilized bin allocation. This slight advantage is 
however lost when the APs are further apart higher bin granularity is assigned and when 
lack of interference means that PSB can regulate in a better way. It is further observed 
that for J5 > 3 and for all ISDs, partial bin reuse is optimal as compared to full bin reuse. 
Due to larger bin granularity, for dense AP regimes the advantage of power diversity 
over the increased interference causes the sum rate to increase. Figure 5.7 shows the 
effect of varying K  on PSA and PSB for I S D  = 200m to I S D  = 3000m.The allocation 
is conditioned for h igh(H ), m edium (M ) and low(L) AP densities. Here the average 
user density {K = 75) is considered optimal for both cases of power allocation: PSA 
as well as PSB. The advantage of PSB in resource efficiency can be easily seen due to 
multi user diversity gain contribution of higher number of users. This gain saturates 
quickly after the average user density is reached. Here, the increase in user density 
does not lead to significant advantage for A  > 75
5.6.1 C o m p a riso n  w ith  P a r t ia l  F re q u e n c y  R e u se  [1]
Im pac t of B, V  > 1
Partial Frequency Reuse(PFR) is a resource management based interference coordina­
tion /  avoidance scheme. Originally proposed by [1], PFR divides the band into two 
regions accoroding to the user location within cell - cell centre band and cell edge band. 
Here, cell edge band has frequency reuse of 3, whereas cell centre band has frequency 
reuse of 1. Adopting the same in the context of bin allocation for CC-CMAC, cluster
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Figure 5.7: Effect of K  on (i)(PSA), (ii) (PSB) based GA Opt PBR allocation is 
analyzed. Here V  = 1, ISD =  200,500,3000m). Comparison is made for average user 
limits and range of user densities.
centre band adopts inteference allowance scheme (all B  bins used for transmission) 
(Figure 2 .2  a). Similarly, cluster edge band uses interference allowance scheme (resue 
of 3) (Figure 2.2 b). Results are plotted as non-G A Opt in Figure 5.8. A further 
comparison between GA Optimized PSA and PSB for B — 2 to B =  10 is shown in 
Figure 5.8. Here I S D  = 2 0 0 m and V  = 5.
Analyzing the results, the uplink sum rate of CC-CMAC using decoupled power allo­
cation is atleast 25% more efficient than coupled power allocation for high B and dense 
AP based cellular systems. For PSA, the difference increases by up to 55% due to CA 
inspired computation and 64% when PFR is used. This is due to limited spectrum 
resources available in PSA. Hence result being that any reduction in power resource 
for a bin results in increased power allocation over the remaining bins allocated to that 
user. These bins have a higher chance of being shared across the clusters (due to the 
small B) resulting in inter cluster interference and hence reduced sum rate. In the case 
of PSB, since power allocation over a user’s allocated bins is independent across the
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Figure 5.8: Effect of B  on (i)(PSA), (ii) (PSB) based GA Opt PBR allocation. Here, 
V  = 5, I S D  — 200m, and users are uniformly distributed.For reference, CC-CMAC is 
compared to its lower bound NC-CMAC {Q — 49), and upper bound i.e. FC-CMAC 
(Q =  1).
bins, the effect is not very pronounced. Power magnitudes are regulated according to 
the quantization levels precisely from 1 —> 2^  — 1. This degree of freedom in power 
allocation is not influenced by allocations in remaining bins. Hence, inter-cluster inter­
ference can be minimized.
As B  increases, each of the power allocation schemes utilizes degree of freedom in 
frequency to increase power allocation for best channel gains and reduce where inter­
ference is dominant. Hence the increasing trend in sum rate. This trend is seen up to 
saturation point : B  = 10 for PSA and H =  6 for PSB. It indicates that any further 
increase in power allocation will increase the inter cluster interference over shared bins 
and the advantage due to additional power diversity is lost. Hence the sum rate satu­
rates to a near constant value. The figure also shows that full bin reuse is sub optimal 
in both cases. Observing the results, with the help of appropriate CA parameters for 
mutation, crossover, population size and generation convergence, the sum rate of quan­
tized power profiling can be enhanced by up to 30% for PSA using K  = 5, whereas due
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to saturation there is no significant increase for PSB. Further, comparing upper bound 
results it is seen that by carefully exploiting both the frequency and power diversity in 
a dense AP system, and for B  > 10, sum rate of CC-CMAC approaches to nearly 93% 
of the sum rate value achieved using FC-CMAC.
PFR has efficiency comparable to CA Optimized allocation when PSB is used. The 
decoupled bin allocation denoted by PSB has to deal with constant and high interfer­
ence from outside cluster. Hence PFR and PSB have similar gains. However, in the 
case of coupled bin allocation the efficiency level is sensitive to number of bins. Here 
dynamically allocating bins using coupled leads to enhanced efficiency.
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Figure 5.9: Effect of power quantization V  on CA Opt PBR allocation using PSB on 
CC-CMAC is shown. Here I S D  = 200 to I S D  — 3000 is considered. For reference, 
upper bound FC-CMAC {Q — 1) is shown. Here, users are uniformly distributed.
Figure 5.9 shows the effect of V  on the per cell sum rate performance of users transmit­
ting in a CC-CMAC. The trend follow in a linear fashion and most of the benefits are 
accrued over V  < 3  after which for majority of the AP densities the saturation state is 
reached. The high initial rise is due to the increasing power diversity available due to 
2^  dimensions available to combat inter cluster interference.
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Figure 5.10; Effect of ISD on efficiency G A Opt PBR allocation in CC-CMAC. Here 
P  =  5, R =  10, AP density is varied from ISD =  200 to 9000m. For comparison 
efficiency of full reuse as implemented for NC-CMAC {Q = 49) and FC-CMAC {Q — 1) 
are shown.
In this section, the combined effect of V  and B  on sum rate for varying AP density 
is discussed. Figure 5.10 shows the effect of ISD on per cell sum rate of system utilizing 
both PSB. The sum rate due to CA Opt PBR allocation approaches to nearly 95% of the 
sum rate of FC-CMAC. The effect of power quantization, V  and CA based functions 
on the sum rate at given bin granularity is more effective than considering only the 
affect of B. This can be seen by comparing effect of B  using ON-OFF signalling on 
ISD as explored in Figure 4.8 with V  = 5 and B  — 10 and using decoupled power 
allocation as in Figure 5.10. There is an exponential rise in search space due to P .It 
is true that additional bins increases the degree of freedom measure, resulting from 
the additional frequency resource. However, in highly dense systems, using coupled 
bins, suboptimal values are reached. Due to the partial bin reuse as exhibited by 
bin allocation for P  > 1 , the decoupled power allocation scheme is intelligently used
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by G A to maximize bin allocation. This is used to share bins within a cluster and 
minimize allocation between two separate clusters. The sum rate of the system is 
hence optimized for efficiency for most of the operating regime for urban /  sub-urban 
user (200m > I S D  > 1500m). In less dense AP regimes, the lack of signal strength 
is due to the reduced power diversity. This reduces the advantage of GA Optimal 
Allocation to the point where interference is low enough. Here it is beneficial to allow 
all bins to transmit. Hence full bin reuse is optimal for I S D  > 7000 m.
5.6 .3  C om plex ity  and A llocation  A nalysis o f G A  O pt A llocation
The search space depends on B, V  and N  as per the following relationship 2^ '^ '^ . 
Hence for fixed A & P  the complexity rises to the order of 2^. The complexity is hence 
a function of the chromosome length (total bins allocated). Due to sparse bandwidth, 
it is possible to reduce B  while at the same time increase P  such as not to effect the 
increase in sum rate. This approach makes the algorithm less computation intensive 
and GA becomes feasible for modern OMC-Rs(defined in List of Abbreviations).
5.7 N um erical results for non hom ogenous user d istribu­
tion
Scenario 1: C ircularly  sh ifted  P eak  hour U ser D is trib u tio n
Single high density  cell p ropagation  Figure 5.11(A) shows bin allocation time 
snapshot profile for circularly shifted peak hour distribution. It can be observed from 
Figure 5.11(B) that time complexity using predictive GA optimization for single cell 
gives an advantage of about 10% over non predictive (random) GA optimization using 
PSB. The advantage reduces to less than 2% for PSA. The coupling of power over 
user’s allocated bins using PSA prevents the users from making use of power density 
over the complete spectrum when the user density changes. This however is not a 
problem for decoupled power allocation as exemplified by PSB results. Further, using 
PSB, the time complexity stabilizes at the 2"^ snapshot for circular shifted peak hour
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Figure 5.11: (A) Bin Usage analysis for PSB over the circularly shifted snapshots.(B) 
Time complexity analysis for PSA & PSB over the circularly shifted peak hour user 
distribution snapshots (1 cell) and (3 cells as per Figure 5.2 and Figure 5.3).
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user distribution. Even for adjacent cells which are serviced by the same joint decoder, 
GA converges to an allocation which utilizes dynamic bin allocation.
H igh density  p ropagation  over 3 cells As shown in Figure 5.11(B), the coupled 
power allocation results in 20% reduced complexity. This is because the high density 
cells have restricted degrees of freedom to assign resources. Therefore in successive 
iterations only the allocation for the remaining 4 cells need to be reallocated. Due to 
lack of such restriction, PSB takes relatively longer to gice a final stable bin allocation. 
The difference however reduces since the memory aspect of GA optimization comes 
into play.
Scenario 2 : L inearly  shifted  P eak  hour U ser D is tribu tion
In the case of linearly shifted peak hour distribution, it can be observed from Figure 5.12 
that the total average complexity over a linearly shifted peak hour distribution spreads 
over more than one cluster, is more than a circularly shifted one utilizing the same.cell 
cluster.
Single high density  cell p ropagation  The time complexity for linearly shifted 
peak hour user distribution stabilizes in 4*  ^ snap shot using GA based predictive 
snapshots. Further, reduced time complexity using predictive GA optimization gives an 
advantage of about 4% over non predictive (random) GA optimization using PSB. The 
advantage reduces to less than 1% for PSA which is the same as for circularly shifted 
peak hour user distribution. As in previous section, the coupling of power in PSA 
prevents the users from making use of power density over the complete spectrum when 
the user density changes. This advantage is further reduced. The system cannot save 
on system resources since the non-homogeneous user distribution spread takes place 
over a number of different clusters at each instantaneous time interval. This requires 
changing interference scenario. Figure 5.12 (A) reveals that the system tends to be 
biased towards maximum resource usage with minimal resource (bin allocation) saving 
as compared to Figure 5.11 (A). Table 5.1 shows the bin usage plan for linearly shifted 
peak hour user distribution before and after the high user density traffic propagation
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through the cellular system. It reveals increased usage of upto 60% for time snapshot 
4&5. However after this, the allocator is synchronized as it can predict the changes 
in the next cell order. The power quantization and allocation scheme give enhanced 
power diversity which is exploited after the 5^  ^time snap. The G A does exhibit dynamic 
allocation behaviour in preventing use of all bins for some of the cluster edge cells (as 
shown for edge cells 9,23,47, & 49 over the time snapshots axis for Figure 5.12 (A)).
H igh density  p ropagation  over 2 cells Due to coupling power effect and movement 
of high density traffic across clusters, average convergence time of 2  high density cells 
(PSA) is similar to that of single cell. For decoupled allocation, the complexity for 
2 high density cells increases. This is due to twice the number of users whose bin 
allocation needs to be readjusted. Hence the higher complexity for PSB.
Table 5.1: Bin usage for Linearly shifted Non-homogeneous Traffic Flow
Tim e based B in  usage analysis
t Cell Q Bin Usage (before) Bin Usage(after)
1 0 7 40% 45%
2 A 7 45% 50%
3 B 1 50% 43%
4 C 1 55% 60%
5 D 1 50% 55%
6 E 4 50% 26%
7 F 4 45% 35%
Scenario 3 : R andom ly  shifted Peak  hou r U ser D is trib u tio n
The results implemented for PSA & PSB are shown in Figure 5.13 and Figure 5.14, 
respectively. For both the power schemes, the predictive GA processes reduce the time 
to convergence by 6 % (PSA) and 8 % (PSB) respectively. PSB stabilizes in fewer time 
snaps as compared with PSA. Hence for a rapidly changing user distribution environ­
ment, it is computationally efficient to use decoupled power allocation, as compared
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Figure 5.12: (A) Bin Usage analysis for PSB over the linearly shifted peak hour user 
distributed snapshots and across the complete cells. Here Cells 1 — 7 represent central 
cluster (Q = 1) cells 8—49 represent six outer clusters (Q =  2—7). (B) Time complexity 
analysis for PSA & PSB over the linearly shifted peak hour user distribution snapshots
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Figure 5.13: Time complexity analysis for randomly shifted peak hour user distribution 
using PSA spread over 7 snapshots.
to coupled power allocation. Further, time complexity has increased to the order F  as 
compared to predictive G A snapshot scheme.
It is interesting to note that the average time complexity for random snapshot scheme 
stabilizes sooner for FSB as compared to PSA. PSA has the added restraint to cater 
to per user power limitation. Therefore due to the randomly varying interference, it is 
hard to achieve the optimum allocation. There is no guarantee that the accuracy of 
PSB reaches a stable value. However, due to restriction only on that bin’s power, and 
a fine power granularity, PSB reaches a stable value in fewer time snaps. Compared 
to circular shifted peak hour distribution (average convergence in 600 sec), the time 
complexity for linearly shifted peak hour distribution (average convergence in 690 — 700 
sec) is higher in the order of 100s of seconds. This is due to the time intensive allocation 
of resources for This is because
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Figure 5.14: Time complexity analysis for randomly shifted peak hour user distribution 
using PSB spread over 6 snapshots.
5.8 Sum m ary
This chapter analyzed the effect of jointly coupled power and bin allocation on the 
sum rate efficiency of bin based clustered wireless cellular systems. The formulation for 
coupled and decoupled bin allocation with appropriate metrics was introduced. This 
translates to constraints of power per user applicable for hand held devices and stan­
dalone communication equipment (cell, laptop, gadgets e.t.c.). Similarly, power per bin 
has application in VFO based devices and multi terminal equipment having decoupled 
antenna elements. It signifies power per bin variable loading over a given spectrum. 
GA performs best in moderately dense and high values of B. GA optimized allocation 
converges to a near saturation state for B  > 30. Further, for highly dense APs, GA 
reaches close to the upper bound {ISD  < 300 m). Compared to static interference al­
lowance and avoidance algorithms, the advantage of GA optimized allocation over full 
reuse allocation is prominent for a wide range of operating conditions i.e. I S D  < 6000
m.
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The second part of the chapter discusses application of GA Opt allocation for non- 
homogeneous traffic. Here user density is dense, non uniform and versatile i.e. high 
density traffic movement over a given time interval. The user distribution sampling is 
assumed to be taken such that only over the transition user density changes from one 
time interval to the next. Two practical scenarios are assumed namely circular and 
linear movements. Further, randomly generated high user density zones are simulated 
across the cellular network. Such scenario has practical importance. This includes 
wireless hotspots in big metropolis - railway stations, airports e.t.c. have fluctuating 
high density user distributions. Random peak user scenario is also motivated by user 
movement at rush time hours sampled over large number of days.
Prom the results, it is observed that time complexity for peak hour user distribution 
within the same cluster, stabilizes after the 2 ”  ^ time snapshot. Although improvement 
in efficiency for predictive GA is approximately 10% as compared to randomly generated 
GA, parallel high density traffic conditions, and larger network size are expected to 
further increase the advantage.
For linear shift of peak hour user distribution, the convergence is less stable over the 
first 3 snapshots and becomes stationary after the 4*^  snapshot. This is because of 
asymmetric (centre to edge and then centre) movement of the peak hour user distri­
bution over the users in different cells. As compared to circularly shifted patterns, 
computational efficiency is reduced for linearly varying predictive GA snapshots. The 
random shift in patterns helps to demonstrate the advantage of coupled bins over de­
coupled bins by upto 8 %. Observing the trend however, advantage of predictive GA 
would be more pronounced if observation time snaps for convergence are increased. 
The total complexity of randomly generated peak hour user distribution profile is pro­
portional to F, or the ratio of peak to average user distribution. Larger network size 
is also expected to further this advantage of GA based predictive snapshots. Hence 
GA predictive snapshot scheme has direct applications in scalable networks with fur­
ther advantage in reduced time complexity for peak; hour user traffic distributed in the 
context of CC-CMAC.
Chapter 6
QoS Balancing Framework for 
GA Optimized Resource 
A llocation in CC-CM AC
6.1 Introduction
Mobile network operators would like to ascertain network wide efficiency criterion to 
meet objectives of profit maximization. In this context QoS balancing function frame­
work is formulated for CC-CMAC. This was introduced in Chapter 1 and analyzed here 
considering different fairness conditions. The QoS balancing function is a cell based util­
ity function which is used to determine service requirement trade-off between sum rate 
maximization and achieving cell level fairness within each cluster in CC-CMAC. Hence, 
the need for a system wide QoS balancing metric.
D efinition 6.1 (Network wide QoS balancing function). The system wide QoS balanc­
ing metric U^{A) is aggregation of cell based QoS balance metric u.y(Rn,g(A)) which is 
summed for each of N  cells. Hence,
1 ^
= 2 ]  u^(i?„,,(A)) (6.1)
Ç=1 TIGA/*rj
V 6 =  1, . . . ,  H; V n — 1, . . . ,  A
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Here, cell based QoS balance metric is a function of Rn,q{A)sum rate generated due to 
signal received at A P  of n^^ cell in cluster.
This is considered using a cell based approach and assuming a medium-term time 
scale corresponding to cell-level load variations. The short term variations related 
to user mobility and instantaneous channel conditions are assumed to be handled by 
each cluster radio resource management functionality Figure 3.1. Thus an appropriate 
measure for the considered problem should focus on cell performance. In wireless 
systems, resource allocation has been studied in multi cell setting in [93, 94]. Further 
information is available on [95],
For given channel realization and large number of users and cells, maximizing per cell 
sum rate is a tractable [95] tool for the study of FC-CMAC. As the number of users 
per cell K  and/or the number of cells N  in CC-CMAC grow large, the interference 
from outside the receiving cluster results in poor contribution by the edge cells of 
the cluster. Hence per cell sum rate is the not the most appropriate way to measure 
system efficiency. This is because users in adverse channel conditions [24] will be treated 
unfairly when it comes to rate fairness. The considered measure should hence cater for 
overall system throughput as well as the distribution of rate among the cells. A flexible 
measure in this regard is to define a cell-level utility and use it to maximize overall 
utility of the network.
QoS balancing problem is formulated using (6.1) and solution to the problem is proved 
as NP-Hard. GA based formulation considered in Chapter 4 is revisited and applied with 
the power allocation specified in Chapter 5. QoS function is next considered as fitness 
function. A range of fairness conditions are considered and a GA based architecture 
for optimization and allocation for QoS Balancing function (6.1) is presented.
6.2 Problem  Formulation
For a given fairness coefficient 7 , U^{A) is the system level QoS balance metric which 
is formed by cell based QoS balance metrics as in (6.1). The system wide objective is
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to,
max C7y(A) 
s.t. Rn,q{A) e  R+
(6.2)
subject to the power constraints as embodied in A. Here, for a given A, Rn,q{A) is the 
non negative sum rate generated due to transmission from across the system received 
at AP in cell within the cluster. Using (6.1), the optimization problem is for­
mulated such as to maximize network wide QoS balancing function. This is designated 
as follows:
System  wide cell based QoS balancing
Q
/ Cell based QoS balancing clusterX
- TN  ZL/
9=1
E
neAfq
1^7 (-^n,g (A)) (6.3)
V n
s.t. Rji^q^A) €
B
Y ^ P n t , < P  (PSA)
6= 1
1 , . . . ,  A; V b = 1 , . . . ,  B.
(6.4)
(6.5)
where P  is the maximum per user transmit power over all the allocated bins. The 
above are the conditions for power allocation which are constrained by PSA. For im­
plementation using PSB, the condition in (6.5) is changed to Pn,b < Cav 
The common notion of utility is used to gauge the user satisfaction versus network 
performance indicators [96]. However, since intra cell resource management is not the 
concern, the QoS balancing function is a handy tool for studying cell based fairness 
and efficiency. The following section performs MMSE-SIC which gives the per cell sum 
rate contribution. This is then used as input to (6.3) to formulate the QoS balancing 
problem.
6.2.1 Intra C luster C ell D ecod in g
Successive interference cancellation (SIC) on the interference received on average at 
the cells within each cluster is performed such that the sum rate contribution of users
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within each cell of a cluster can be evaluated. In order to decode the cell based ordering 
from the cluster based sum rate, the closed form sum rate is used to evaluate per cell 
sum rate for bin based CC-CMAC system. SIC is both simple and robust with respect 
to error propagation, since users can be ranked according to their signal-to-interference 
plus noise ratio (SINK) and decoded in sequence [97, 98]. Hence, the focus of this 
section is on SIC schemes. In earlier works, SIC is applied to uncoded transmission 
and hard decisions are used at each stage to remove the already detected users from 
the received signals.
In order to prevent error propagation, the use of soft (or partial) interference cancel­
lation and iterative SIC schemes has been proposed in different forms and by different 
authors as in [98]. A common feature of these algorithms is that single-user SISO 
decoders provide estimate of the a posteriori probabilities (APP) for the user code 
symbols. These are used to make a soft estimate of interference to be subtracted from 
the received signal. In this way, the contribution of a user is effectively subtracted 
from the signal only if its symbol decisions are sufficiently reliable. Similar approach is 
used to determine per cell sum rate contribution in CC-CMAC. This is reproduced in 
discussion that follows.
The sum rate for all users in each of the ÿ  cells within the Q clusters in the model is 
represented by Ë (A )  as in (4.13):
Q Q (  B
R{A) = J^R,(A) < E | i E  >°s( n  H +  E f " , ^ w c ] )  (6-6)
g—1 g=l L 6 = 1  - m £ A f q  nÇ.Afb
-  log^ n
Here is a scalar representing thermal noise, is the transmit power available to 
bin b in cell n  as per Chapter 5. ^  is the mean power path loss from users in cell, n to 
AP in cell m. Consider MMSE-SIC detection on the received signal at cluster i.e. 
Rg{A) with cell detection ordered as follows: 1,2,3, . . . ,  For a given bin allocation, 
b, the signal is detected from cell 1 treating the signals from all the other cells within 
the cluster as interference. This interference is then subtracted from the contribution 
of this signal. The detection process is then repeated for cell with index 2 up till cell
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index ÿ .  Defining 7r(n) as the permutation of cells in set Afq with 7t(1 ) being the first 
decoded cell and 7r(7 ) as the last decoded cell. Generalizing for cell decoding order tt 
we have per cell sum rate for cell in cluster is defined as,
0 —1
^7r(o),q{-^) ~  ^n(o),q(A) —
i=l
where, Rn{o),gW = logf n m ^n ,b W ^n
^meJVo neAfb
(6.7)
(6 .8)
OGAfq
where cr^  is defined previously and =  {A*;, n Ag U }. Here the non-decoded
cells within the cluster, are represented by the set, A^^^ =  {7t(o +  1),. .  • Per
cell sum rate for cluster is simplified by the following lemma from (6.7).
Lem m a 6.1. For bin based CC-CMAC using MMSE-SIC, the sum rate for  7r(o)*^ cell 
m  (/le c fW e r , W / i  decodm q ord er 7 r ( l ) , . . . ,  7 r ( ÿ )  s # e m  w id e gum  rote  q iu eu  61/
Rn{o),gW is simplified from  (6.7) as follows :
-^7r(o),g(A)
_  f /(A t)) -  /(A^i),(,) ^f 0 - 1 (6.9)
/(^ o _ D ,6 )  -  /("^o),6) oiAerwise
Vo =  1,2,3, . . . ,  lAgl where, for simplicity it is assumed that f{fifb) =  log( %%
^mGAf,
) /  r 1 \  1 A  >. /(ACW = ^“s( n  E  F.,6(A)C ) W(Wg^(.)
^mGAfq *- nGA/T„s knGAfb
can be ignored from the RHS.
OGMo
a1 +
B
Proof. Here attempt is made to derive (6.9) from (6.7).
The implementation is referred to as successive interference cancellation strategy [99]. It 
is applied to the jointly decoded cells within a cluster with decoding order 7t(1 ), 7t(2 ), . . .  7t(0 ) 
Once the data stream for first cell (.^(i),g(A)) is successively recovered, it is substracted 
from the received vector R^(2),g(A) at the second receiver to releive burden on chain of
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receivers decoding remaining data streams. Hence,
^(i).g (A ) =  Ar(D,g(A) (6 .1 0 a)
■^ 77(2),g(A) =  Ar(2),g(A) “  R7r(l),g(A) (6 .1 0 b)
(3 ),g (A) =  -^ 77(3 ) ,g (A) — R7i-(2 ),g(A) — -R7r(l),g(A) (6 .1 0 c)Ë.
R7r(^),g(A) — ^7r(^),g(A) -^7r(^-l),g(A) • • • >'f^ 7r(2),g(A) ^ 77(1),g(A) (6.10d)
In (6.10b) (6.10c) and (6.10d) Ryr(i),g(A) is replaced with A7r(i),g(A). Since the cumula­
tive sum rate for 7t(1), . . .  ,7t(o)^^ cells is substracted from the receiver in the 7r(o-}-1)*^
cell [99], the sum rate contribution to be subtracted from 7t(3 ) cell’s input is :
-^ 77(2),g(A) =  7^7(1),g(A) + -^ 77(2),g(A) -  R77(l),g(A) (6 .11)
=  . 7^7(2 ),g(A) (6 .12)
Similarly, the data stream subtracted from 7t(4 ) cell’s input is as follows,
. 7^7(3 ),g(A) =  TZ77(x),g(A) + . 7^7(3 ),g(A) ~  i77r(l),g(A) — R j ^ ( ^ 2 ) , q ( A )  +  . 7^7(1),g (A) 
= 7^7(3),g(A)
(6.13)
Generalizing for 7r(^)^^cell, ^(A) =  Further it is possible to
rewrite (6 .8 ) as Â;r(o),g(A) =  / (A ) -  / (A^o),b)
For 0 = 1 ,  and from (6.7), it is easy to show the first decoded cell’s sum rate contribution
IS ;
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Similarly, for o =  2,
.^7r(2),g(A) =  Ar(2),g(A) -  R n(l) ,qW  
= A„(2),q(A) -  Ar(l),g(A)
=  /(A s)  -  / (A ^ 2),b) “  ~
=  ~  f(^n(2),b'^
= logf 0-^ + ^2 r^i,b{A)ç^  1
OGAfq
logf n  ^2 + X I Pn,bW^ n
meA, nGA/%2),6
OGAfq
(6.14)
Similarly for o =
% (§ ) ,,(^ )  =  1),,(A) -  4 ( | f  1- 1),,(A)}
= 4([f)-i),,(l'-) -  &(tgl),
= -  /(ACiili-i,,) -  ( f W  -  /(AC([0,„)1
=  |)p  “ A ( l f ] - 1),6)
=  log (  p [  0 '1 + E  fn ,6(A)(™ )
mGAfo -.-«/■+IEA+ »7T([^ l-l),b 
oGAfq
logT n  X  Pn.bW ^n
^meAfq
OGA/o
(6.15)
The first case is unique. However for the remaining cells, Generalizing the above results 
by replacing cell indices with global variable o, one can get second part of (6.7). This 
sums up the proof. ■
In (6.9), the equation specifying Pn^i-) is as per derivation for PSA, or PSB in Chapter 
5. In this work both the formations are implemented, so as to evaluate cell-based sum 
rate. This sum rate evaluation can be used to measure relative figure of merit for cells 
within a cluster i.e. QoS, fairness k  per cell sum rate maximization over all clusters.
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The formation is used to gauge fairness and sum rate efficiency in CC-CMAC. Solution 
to this problem using combinatorial optimization techniques is not straightforward. 
The following section discusses the proof of NP Hardness for bin allocation problem in 
CC-CMAC.
6.3 N P  H ardness for B in A llocation  Problem  (B A P ) in  
CC-CM AC
The aim of the BAP in fixed CC-CMAC is to assign bin resources to multiple cells 
such as to maximize QoS balancing function. In this section,it is assumed that QoS 
balancing function maximizes sum rate of all users. The sum rate maximization problem 
is a subset of the general QoS balancing function (which is a function of cell based sum 
rate).The well studied MI-FAP is mapped from literature [100] to the BAP Problem as 
per following definition.
D cfinition 6.2 (BAP using Multiple Bin for CC-CMAC). The achievable swm rate 
due to transmissions from users in the Q clusters using B  bins, and received by the 
APs in the Q clusters is defined as in (4.13).
T heorem  6.1. Solution to the BA P  using Multiple Bin for CC-CMAC with Q »  2 
is N P  Hard.
Proof. Consider the clustering problem as the communication theoretic analogy of 
graph partitioning problem. This is defined as the division of total vertices, V into 
disjoint sets represented by Vq such that the number of edges whose end points are in 
Q - 1  different vertices subsets are minimized. Vertices of graph play role of transmit­
ters in CC-CMAC and edges model point to point link between nodes. Define a cut 
across sets within and without cluster q and define the conductance of cut as a measure 
of cluster quality. This is considered analogous to system efficiency of CC-CMAC.
Uq is the set of transmitters in q^  ^ cluster. Since users are colocated with receivers, 
\U^ \ = \V^\. These terms are used interchangeably denoting transmission and reception
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nodes in graph theoretic framework. Sum rate contribution due to transmission from 
users within cluster is denoted by, Ro which is as follows,
R a = log I n
V^GVq uGUq
(6.16)
where, ul  is the noise variance and Pu is the maximum transmit power for users in u. 
Similarly, sum rate contribution due to transmission from users outside cluster is 
denoted by, Rb- Hence,
Rb =  log I JJ
I V G V q
al + x;
U^lAq
(6.17)
Both Ra and Rb can be regarded as specific instances of R{A)  (4.13). These can be 
evaluated from (4.13) using MMSE-SIC techniques [99].
6.3 .1  A c tiv e  rece iv e rs  in  sing le  c lu s te r  (|Vg| =  |A^|)
Assume that receivers are tuned to the frequency of users which are transmitting from 
within the same cell. Hence v\ is tuned to fu\ where represents frequency (bin) 
assigned to the user in argument.
For simplicity, interference is measured between transmitters which are co-located to 
respective APs within each cell. Hence it is possible to quantify Ra and Rb in terms of 
number of transmitters. Assuming cell based pathloss information, for a fixed number 
of transmitting bins, Ra and Rb can help evaluate number of cells within cluster q. For a 
worse case analysis, maximum possible dimension for the distance between transmitter 
and receiver is chosen. For maximum I S D  = 10km, maximum possible span of system 
D = 30 km, L q = 31.5 dB, =  16.9 dBm/MHz, P  =  10 mW. Plugging the values 
and denoting n as transmitter index, it is easy to show:
+ nSn
n£Ü
=  2 1 o g ( 5 x l 0 ^ ^ 4 - | Z Y | x 7 x l 0 ^ ) (6.18)
Here, ç = L q x  {I + D)~^, and (6.18) will increase monotonically for \U\ > 1 where 
Û is a set of all transmitters. Assume that the transmitters are uniformly updated
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throughout all the clusters in the system. Hence Ra and Rb will increase monotonically 
with \Uq\, and \Üq\ which represent transmitters within, and outside the cluster 
respectively.
Consider W as the set of all edges. |>V| increases linearly with \Ù\. Further de­
note & as the set of graph edges with both endpoints lie within cluster.
Similarly.Wj"^®’^ is the set of edges with one endpoint out of q*^  cluster. Further, 
^intra _  yyintra y  yyinter Ug^ce the following mapping function can be formulated.
^  (6.19)
where i— > refers to the mapping between number of interfering edges to the sum rate 
contribution due to transmission from users within Ra{U) and outside Rbifi) the cluster.
6.3 .2  A ctiv e  receivers in m ultip le  clusters (|Vg| >  |A^|)
For Q > >  2, assume Wq to be set of all edges from users within and outside of cluster, 
q and received at AP in cluster,q. Likewise, is set of edges from all system users
to all APs except those edges both of whose endpoints lie within cluster q. Denoting 
set of cells in cluster q as Ag, following can be deduced :
|Wg| =  |A4 I +  N ( Q - 1 ) (6 .2 0 )
ivvp^l = |Ag|(Q-l) + |Ag|(Q-l) (6.21)
Assuming identical clusters, and from above, min(|FV'"^^^|, |FVg|) =  |Wg|.
Also as in [101], take subset <S of V and define a cut («S, V/«S). Here, for BAP in CC- 
CMAC, the cut is represented by (Ag, Ag) where Ag Ç A  and A  is the set of all cells 
within the system. Applying concept of graph clustering from [101], the following can 
be deduced:
I w i n t e r  I 
|yym ter|
|W,|
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Prom [101], it is known that conductance of graph cluster, q i.e. (j>(Afq) will be small­
est conductance within that cluster. Further the conductance of graph is minimum 
conductance over all possible clusters,q. Applying to CC-CMAC this would imply a 
spectral efficiency measure over all clusters Q. Hence,
/ R a  T  R b \
(6.23)
(6.24)
max
V gG {i,2}
nGjVrW^
(6.25)
/
(6.24) follows from (6.23). In terms of rate contribution as a measure of conductance,
(6.24) can be expanded to represent (6.25).
6.3 .3  M u ltip le  b in  a llocation  for recep tion  a t receivers w ith in  m u ltip le  
clusters
In a multiple cluster multiple bin BAP, (6.25) can be extended from single bin to 
multiple bins formation i.e. from H =  1 to H > >  1 and average over a bin. The 
number of receivers |Vg| increases for Q »  2 . This suits the requirement of 7 clusters 
and 7 cells per cluster formation as implemented for Definition 6.2. Being a subset 
of BAP general problem, if (6.23) is proved N P  Hard, then the generalized BAP for 
CC-CMAC is also N P  Hard. Prom [101] and [100], solving (6.23) is proved to be N P  
Hard. Here, (6.25) is equivalent to (6.23).Hence (6.25) is also proven as NP Hard.
Since BAP for Multiple Bin allocation in CC-CMAC is a more general case of (6.25), 
Definition 6.2 is also N P  Hard. QoS balancing function is a function of sum rate i.e. 
depends on (4.13) and therefore Definition 6.2. Optimizing the network QoS balancing 
function problem as defined in Section 6.1 is therefore an N P  Hard problem.■
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6.4 N um erical R esults
Effect o f QoS balancing on C ell based  U ser R ate  Fairness
In the following section, the SIC decoded cell sum rate is evaluated and compared to 
a multi-user OFDM RRM model as in [15]. This is important to evaluate the effect of 
cell based QoS balancing on cell based user rate fairness.
Comparing Equation 1,2 from [15] which gives the proportionally fair sum of user rates 
within a given cell, with the decoded cell sum rate as evaluated in (6.9) the 2 can be 
compared. Although the CC-CMAC needs to take into account interference from all 
the other cluster cell users and evaluate the product of the diagonal values across ^  
cells, the effective sum rate is evaluated over the K  users of cell. Hence the two 
systems are comparable. Using Jain’s fairness index, and [15], the most fair case occurs 
when all users achieve the same user rate. Further, it is known that equal user rates is 
equivalent to optimization of max -  min fairness strategy as in [15, 28]. This is because 
by giving an equal rate share, the minimum rate user is effectively allocated resources 
to maximize its sum rate efficiency. This makes its performance comparable to that of 
other system users. In other words, equal user rate is established for max — min based 
utility functions.
Further, in the formulation of uniform user distribution, and the assumption of mean 
square power pathloss, it is known that,
+  +  =  (6.26)
The RHS shows that ^  is equivalent to a scalar multiple of the sum of user power path 
losses. The mean distance from the centre of all APs is used in this calculation and 
hence assumed that channel gain is consistent for all cell users to any AP in the system. 
This can be extended to edge centre, cell centre and random user type distribution per 
cell. This is one of the advantages of cell based power path loss formation. For K  
users, one can observe that channel gain is the same whether it is used for a single 
user case or multiple users. This also confirms the motivation for comparing bin based 
clustered system with the multi user fairness resource optimization framework. Hence,
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■^ 7r(o),g(A) which is tt{oY^ cell’s sum rate also denotes the m ax -m in  fairness for the 
K  users within the n{oY^ cell.
6.4 .1  Effect o f Fairness on QoS B alancing  for C C -C M A C
In this study, it is worth noting that a tractable and flexible fairness model as in (p—y) 
helps to compare a range of fairness conditions. It is known that rate region for (6.9) 
is not convex in general. The class of utilities in conjunction with per cell sum rate 
should have a convex formulation as their input.
Using h{x) of the form (e^ - 1 ) “  ^ satisfies the conditions for maximizing minimum sum 
rate contribution of users in a cell such that any further increase will likely to decrease
sum rate allocated to higher rate cell users. [72].
Applying the same to the (p -  7 ) fairness formulation introduced in Chapter 2, it is 
shown that:
u^(iî„,,(A )) =  log(k(74a,,(A))) p.p. (6.27)
u^{Rm,.,{A)) m ax -m in F . (6.28)
Simplifying, the following can be deduced 
Uy{Rm,q{A)) = log 
^7 (^ 771,g (A)) =  7
1 
- 1
7
P.P. (6.29)
max —min F. (6.30)
Here P.F. represents proportional fairness and max-min F. represents max-min fairness 
conditions, the conditions specified by 7  -> 10. By combining (6.29) & (6.30) with 
the Network Wide Service balancing formulation of (6.3), the fitness function for QoS 
balancing function can be evaluated. The effect of proportionally fair sum rate using 
service balancing formulation is shown in Figure 6.1. Here the advantage of coupling 
of power for bin is demonstrated in overall increased fairness (up till twice that of 
decoupled power allocation). The G A optimized allocation increases logarithmically 
due to increase in B  and saturates for H > >  15. For lower values of B , coupling is 
more advantageous since power profile is restricted. Hence lower rate users are allocated
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-o- GA Opt ; PSA 
Full Reuse : PSA 
-#-GA Opt : PSB 
-©-Full Reuse : PSB
3.6
3.4
u 3.2
2.6
2.4
2.2
Number of bins, B
Figure 6.1: Effect of proportionally fair service balanced sum rate on B  using both PSA 
and PSB. Here IS D  = 200m, V  = 5, and both GA Opt PBR and full reuse allocation 
schemes are shown for comparison.
more resources. As B  increases, the higher rates cannot be further increased. Hence 
the proportionally fair allocation has reduced power diversity. The cells with users 
demonstrating slower rates are not optimized in terms of sum rate. For PSB, a similar 
behaviour is observed. However, the increase in efficiency is halved. This is because 
increasing B  leads to allocation of unwanted resources. As is evident, edge cells in a 
cluster have lower sum rate contribution if additional bins are allocated. As cells are 
already in the interference prone region, any addition of bin resources reduces rather 
than enhance efficiency.
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Figure 6.2: Effect of B  on max-min and JEI based QoS balancing function. The effect 
is measured on B  for PSA& PSB. Here IS D  — 200m, E  =  5.
Parameters for Service balanced maximization framework (6.3)
service balancing function for cell, m in cluster, q 
per user power constraint for cell
N  X  B  bin allocation matrix
maximum number of quantized bits for given power profile 
sum rate for cell, m  within cluster
fairness coefficient for system
Eigure 6.2 demonstrates the effect of a stricter fairness condition (max-min fairness) 
where the most disadvantaged cell user is given incremental resources. Hence its con­
tribution is maximized using greater resource sharing strategy. Here, coupled PSA 
has advantage over decoupled PSB for smaller bin size and a lower fairness coefficient 
( 7  =  0.1) For smaller bin size and lower value of 7 , coupling tends to cater for the 
reduced fairness condition and results in allocating power to the most disadvantaged 
cell. However, when bins are increased, a simple uniform allocation distribution does 
not increase efficiency of cells with minimum sum rate contribution. Large B  leads
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to increased diversity in resource allocation to the advantaged users. In this case, de­
coupling then outperforms coupling. This is because it is fairer. PSB out performs 
PSA for J5 > 4 when large B  can impose the conditions of fairness for which PSA 
was advantageous {B < 4). For higher strictness restriction from the operator, PSB 
out performs PSA even for smaller B  since decoupling ensures optimal fairness. The 
difference between the two power allocation schemes reduces for higher 7  where it is 
observed that for B > 3 all the users have been optimized for max-min fairness (close 
to 1) irrespective of power constraint. Jain’s Fairness index (JFI) plot is shown repro­
duced which gives a simplistic global fairness perspective for the two power schemes. 
The slight advantage of coupled power allocation, PSA over the independent and hence 
unfair resource distribution of PSB is shown. All cells get an equal increase in re­
source allocation irrespective of the relative sum rate contribution. Hence, coupling 
is not advantageous in lower bin granularity regimes and only becomes effective when 
the degrees of freedom is increased. It is worth noting that JFI reveals only user rate 
fairness without catering for relative spectrum utilization of cell. The effect of relative 
spectrum usage (max-min and proportionally fair schemes) and JFI results show an 
increase which saturates after the spectrum share has been completely utilized.
6.4 .2  A nalysis o f G A  O ptim ized  fairness and sum  rate m axim ization
Figure 6.3 shows the effect of high values of V  and B  on sum rate for variable AP 
density CC-CMAC. For highly dense APs, the efficiency of CA Opt PBR sum rate 
on CC-CMAC approaches 95% of the upper bound (denoted by FC-CMAC). For less 
dense systems, the difference between CA optimized and full reuse reduces to 0 for 
IS D  > 7000. CA is hence optimized for sum rate maximization in dense urban regions. 
The effect of CA based max — min fair optimized QoS balancing function is shown in 
Figure 6.3. For IS D  > 7000m it is fair and sum rate efficient to transmit across 
whole system. For 4000m < IS D  < 7000m it is sum rate optimal for all cell users 
to contribute equally to the sum rate for the cluster. Further, for IS D  < 1000m, 
any significant readjustment of resources leads to reduced capacity due to the high 
interference which overshadows the power diversity advantage. This power diversity 
advantage results in CA optimized PBR sum rate to reach 95% of the upper bound.
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1: Sim ulated sum rate FC-CMAC  
1 : Closed form sum rate FC-CMAC  
7 : GA Opt P B R  sum rate CC-CMAC  
7 : MMF - QoS Balancing Opt CC-CMAC  
7 : Sim ulated sum  rate CC-CMAC  
7 : Closed form sum rate CC-CMAC  
49 : Sim ulated sum rate NC-CMAC  
49 : Closed form sum rate NC-CMAC
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Figure 6.3: Effect of ISD on efficiency of sum-rate maximized GA Opt PBR and 
max — min fair GA Opt allocation. Here V  = b, B  = 1 0 , AP density is varied from 
ISD =  200 to 9000m. For comparison, full reuse as implemented on NC-CMAG 
{Q =  49) and FC-CMAC {Q = 1) are also shown.
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Figure 6.4: Effect of 7  on CDF of QoS Balanced GA Opt PBR allocation. Here P  =  5, 
B  = 10, ISD =  1000.
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However degrades the sum rate contribution due to MMF-QoS Balancing function. The 
path loss dominates the power diversity advantage for 1000m < IS D  < 4000m.
For D = 1000m, the comparison is done between the hard fairness condition and 
the sum rate conditioned QoS balancing function of Figure 6.3. The CDF plot is 
shown in Figure 6.4. For nominally dense APs, the sum rate is reduced by about 
20%. However, the minimum rate of any user is increased by 10% as compared to 
maximized sum rate, the W h  percentile reference point for cell edge users [102]. At 
the lOth-percentile reference, sum rate for MMF optimized allocation is 5.1 as compared 
to 4.7 for maximization of sum rate. Hence 10% users have rates which are at least 
0.5 bps/Hz/cell higher than that due to maximize sum rate objective. The steep plot 
indicates that users from the 1 0 *^  percentile to 90*^  percentile have user rates which 
are not unfair. This shows the advantage of CA Opt QoS Balancing function, where 
the sum rate 2 0 % sum rate deduction increases the fairness by upto 1 0 %.
6.5 Application: G A  A rchitecture for O ptim ized A lloca­
tion  D esign
6.5.1 S ystem  A rch itecture
As shown in Figure 6.5, CA based network QoS balancing function is implemented 
in a centralized manner architecture. CU to CFP signalling involves cluster wide cell 
based path loss information. CFP to CU signalling includes bin allocation updates 
sent over medium time frames (minutes). Signalling analysis follows in Section 6.5.2. 
The filtering function is represented by g{-) which takes Â and Çn as inputs. It assigns 
the updated CA Opt PBR allocation Â to the network. Further, CFP is sent the 
updated Çn- Here for first run, Â consists of randomly generated bin allocation matrix, 
A. Subsequently, the CA entity assigns the fittest solution to Â. The cell path loss 
information in the form of çj for the transmission from cell indexed by 1 and whose 
signal is received at the AP in the cell. Here,Çn is collected every hour so as to 
represent the changing dynamics of user profiles. This has applications in Collingwood 
Circle design, and random non homogeneous user traffic profile as detailed previously.
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Central Frequency 
Planner (CFP)
at Operator End
GA Entity
Cluster Cell path 
loss + Cross Cluster 
Interference 
information
Updated bin 
allocation
Delay less, error 
free high capacity 
transmission link
aa^  <
Figure 6.5; GA architecture as implemented for QoS balancing formulation for a CC- 
CMAC. The cell based pathloss information is fed back to CFP via CU in regular 
intervals of minutes and hours as per changing traffic conditions
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6.5 .2  S ignalling A nalysis
Dimensions of channel matrices reveal complexity requirement for cell pathloss feed­
back. This is used to measure the signalling overhead for different Cellular MAC. For 
FC-CMAC, average cell based pathloss information from each of N  user groups to the 
N  APs in system are represented by the bits for transferring 1 bit per cell. Due 
to power granularity each cell information now requires V  bits for transmission. Hence 
the total signalling requirement is V N ^  bits for FC-CMAC. It is worth noting that 
JV = Q\Nq\ for any Cellular MAC. For CC-CMAC, the signalling requirement is for 
V Q \N qf‘ bits per snapshot. CC-CMAC requires Q times less signalling overhead. This 
is one of the motivations for choosing CC-CMAC.
6.5 .3  C om plex ity
The search space for joint power and bin allocation depends on H, V , and N  as per 
the following relationship 2 ^ ^ ^ .  Hence for fixed N  and V , the complexity rises to the 
order of 2^. The complexity is hence a function of the chromosome length (total bins 
allocated). As a motivation to reduced chromosome length, it is possible to reduce B  
while at the same time increase V  such as not to affect the increase in sum rate. This 
approach makes' the algorithm less computationally intensive and CA becomes feasible 
for modern OMC-Rs and centralized frequency planners as in Figure 6.5.
6.6 Sum m ary
This chapter provides a novel and comprehensive cell based QoS balancing framework 
for gauging the effect of CA Opt B  k ,V  on resource fairness and sum rate contribution. 
The bin allocation problem in CC-CMAC is proven as NP Hard. An analytical formula 
for the Network wide service QoS balancing is derived. The effect of user based utility 
and its impact on cell based QoS balancing is detailed. This is used as input function 
for CA which gives us the range of conditions under which fairness versus sum rate 
maximization trade off can be implemented.
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The sum rate fairness tradeoff is obvious in the case of PSA which does not maximize 
throughput for power quantized bin allocation but which leads to a higher PF for most 
B, and max-min fairness when 7  =  0.1 and B  < 4. GA Opt QoS Balancing function can 
be used to show this tradeoff as seen in the CDF plot for IS D  = 1000m. Here, the 20% 
sum rate deduction increases the fairness by upto 10%. CA Architecture is provided 
as a final contribution in this chapter. The signaling and complexity requirement 
demonstrates the advantage of CC-CMAC in terms of reduced signaling and lower 
complexity by using cell based power pathloss. The CA based optimization is shown 
to be flexible in the sense that power and bin could be kept constant and one variable’s 
effect is measured against the other.
Using this framework, wireless city planners, frequency planners and operators can 
make informed decision on the choice of parameters for QoS provision. Specifically, 
fairness and capacity based operational curve could be used to determine whether cell 
based fairness should be ensured for HP customers or not. This can be extended to suit 
multiple operators by undertaking multi objective optimization design. MOO Design is 
however a challenging field where closed loop formulation means exploring the Pareto 
front as the sets of solutions unlike the single and dual objective CA which has been 
used in this context.
Chapter 7
Conclusion and Future Work
7.1 Conclusion
The provision of dynamic frequency allocation for CC-CMAC and proposal for a QoS 
balancing framework has been the key driver in this thesis. This research has sought 
to enhance performance of limited AP processing as compared to global AP process­
ing. Further this is designed to reduce the gap between CC-CMAC and FC-CMAC using 
practically realizable frequency allocation.
CU to AP link in CC-CMAC can be viewed in a practical setting as an extension of 
current cellular architecture. Here, this is modelled as Base Station Controller (BSC) to 
Base Transceiver Station (BTS), where each BSC serves a cluster of APs. As compared 
to FC-CMAC, CC-CMAC has been shown to reduce complexity at receiver. It was 
shown in this thesis that the signalling overhead for CC-CMAC is Q times lower than 
that for FC-CMAC. Moreover, CC-CMAC is robust to failure of an AP within a given 
cluster. This is because |A/^ | -  1 APs jointly decode the transmission and provide 
redundancy. Finally, although the work assumes an unlimited backhaul, the model 
presented reduces demand on limited backhaul architectures.
Further, advantages of CC-CMAC in a flexible frequency framework are detailed. This 
work has aimed to overcome some of the limitations previously discussed in the context 
of CC-CMAC. The centralized architecture is simplifled in this thesis by the provision
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of cell based pathless information. This reduces CSL Due to location of transmitter 
within a cluster, CC-CMAC induces variable interference levels at each CU. Using 
bin based allocation, helps to enhance the efficiency using such a formation. Further, 
by using centralized architecture, a semi-automated and stable frequency optimization 
and allocation provision is ensured. This is seen even in the non homogeneous user 
traffic movement where the centralized allocator has distinct advantages. The average 
cell based pathloss information is proposed to be collected and processed in an hourly 
pattern. The reduced diversity in CC-CMAC is addressed using flexible joint power and 
frequency allocation. This is applied to GA based frequency optimizer and allocator. 
The results show that the spectral efficiency is enhanced by upto 95% of spectral 
efficiency gained due to FC-CMAC. The frequency planning model hence aims to bridge 
the gap between performance of FC-CMAC and CC-CMAC.
The capacity region of the uplink cellular MAC is achieved with superposition coding 
and successive decoding [36]. Applying the concept to CC-CMAC, the idea is to decode 
each users codeword such that the sequence of the entire AP cluster communicates via 
a linear beam former across the APs in that cluster. It then subtracts the decoded 
codewords in a prescribed fashion. To achieve this MAC region, the cooperating APs 
theoretically need to share their observation sequence, which requires infinite backhaul 
capacity.
In order to optimize resource allocation framework as proposed, a mathematical frame­
work for bin based allocation in fixed clusters was proposed. This was derived from 
ergodic capacity formulation for a cellular MAC. Using flat fading, and for large K , 
effect of out of phase interference cancels out and enhances the sum rate. Using a 
number of iterations, the Monte Carlo based simulation was implemented. In Chapter 
4, the closed form representation of the average sum rate formulation was derived. The 
closed form sum rate has the advantage of reduced complexity giving values very close 
to the accuracy obtained due to the simulation results. This representation has the ad­
vantage of reduced complexity as inherent in CC-CMAC. This is due to the provision 
of a single variable to represent channel states for all the users in a cell to a given AP.
In Chapter 6 , the graph clustering concept was applied to CC-CMAC. Using analogy of
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graph conductance and sum rate maximization in a CC-CMAC, it was proved that the 
solution to BAP in CC-CMAC is NP Hard. The sum rate maximization problem being 
a subset of QoS balancing problem. QoS balancing is hence also proved as NP Hard. 
GA was proposed as a commonly used heuristics to solve combinatorial optimization 
problems as in BAP. It has been successfully applied in similar problems. GA has the 
provision to cater for large cohort of parameters which can be flexibly adapted as in 
BAP for CC-CMAC.
The heuristic technique was adopted and modifications were made to crossover, encod­
ing and mutation parameters as per problem requirement. Further, power quantization 
was implemented using V  and applied to GA. This required crossover points only within 
certain regions of the chromosome in order to prevent GA from hitting a local maxima. 
Elitism was implemented and compared. Further, using G A based solutions effect of 
joint power and bin allocation using coupled and decoupled power allocation in CC- 
CMAC was explored. It was found that with increased power quantization level, V  
and large B  significant advantage over conventional cellular systems can be achieved. 
For highly dense APs and decoupled power allocation rates close to that of a hyper 
receiver were observed. Further, it was shown that the advantage of G A Optimized 
PBR allocation is lost for low AP density {ISD  > 6000 km) as the user-AP distance is 
too large for the power diversity to create any significant advantage due to AP cluster­
ing. Results also showed that coupled power allocation cannot make use of full power 
diversity.
Finally, an enhanced QoS balancing framework was proposed to balance fairness and ef­
ficiency in BAP for CC-CMAC. As detailed, localized fixed clusters of AP show promise 
in terms of gain in efficiency due to intelligent resource allocation. Here, rate maxi­
mization and cell based fairness are the metrics for measuring efficiency of CC-CMAC 
according to operator’s business plan. Most of the current work assumes that rate 
and fairness can be measured using a single quantity of merit, and are treated as a 
dual problem. This translates to a coupled QoS balancing function. Here, local vari­
ables corresponding to one node have a direct influence on QoS balancing of other cells 
within a cluster. Sum rate maximization depends on resources available to the network, 
including power, bandwidth and user distribution types (business model dependent).
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Further, a business fairness criteria effects the sum rate contribution of each cell within 
a cluster. This is implemented by selecting a cell based decoding policy.
The QoS balancing formulation was derived from the closed form sum rate formulation 
and implemented to GA Opt Partial Bin Reuse Allocation Scheme. Detailed in Chapter 
6 , results showed that coupled power has advantage in proportional fairness provision 
in highly dense AP scenarios. This advantage is lost when stricter fairness conditions 
are imposed i.e. 7  > 2 and in high B  regimes. Further, it is possible to achieve upto 
6 % fairness within a cluster by compensating high rate user’s contribution to network 
sum rate. An example of constrained cooperation as in CC-CMAC is considered in 
different user classes. Best Effort Users have application which are both elastic (voice, 
streaming video). High Priority Users have application in inelastic applications (email, 
data services) [9]. Depending on the application satisfying cell users’ QoS, maximizing 
sum rate and implementing various degree of fairness amongst cell users is explored. 
Finally, GA based Centralized Frequency Optimizer and Allocator was proposed in 
thesis. This stabilizes time based dynamically varying frequency allocation. The non 
homogeneous user distribution was modelled using concepts developed in Cellular Au­
tomata. Advantage of GA based analysis was immediately recognized : GA based 
processor within the Performance Management module of OMC-R, can easily store 
memory of past allocations and hence predict the allocations in successive iterations. 
Hence, when the highly dense user group propagates through the network only a frac­
tion of the cell clusters need updating. This saves in computational time by upto 10% 
as compared to randomly generated allocation classes. However, the algorithm has to 
be adaptable to a wide variety of conditions. This is the motivation for taking real life 
scenarios (Heavy Traffic Movement in Linear fashion as in trains, intercity shuttles), 
roundabouts with peak hour intervals throughout the day (Collingwood circle in NJ, 
USA) and a randomly generated hotch botch of highly dense user groups (hotspots).
7.2 Future Work
It is proposed that further realistic parameters be modelled in any future work under­
taken. Specifically the following areas need attention to enhance understanding of a
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promising roll out and implementation of systems based on CC-CMAC.
-T apered  C lusters In this thesis fixed size cells with a symmetric flower shaped 
cluster of 7 cells was assumed. This aids geometrical symmetry but does not conform 
to realistic urban cell planning techniques. It is conventional to have smaller size cells 
with higher frequency reuse at urban cell centre. This increases in size due to a lower 
frequency reuse on outskirts. This is to comply with the decline in the user density as 
one moves away from the city centre and into suburbs. Such a model would require a 
different approach to wrap around (in this thesis it represented symmetric distance to 
all surrounding clusters; hence the channel coefficients would be useful in determining 
how the system ’wrapped’ onto itself). This model would need to be generalized to suit 
any cluster topology. The concept of area spectral efficiency would be advantageous 
since user densities are cell dependent.
- C om parison w ith  o th e r heuristics In this thesis GA was chosen due to it s 
versatility. Once the different fundamental parameters are explored, it is imperative 
to choose different evolving techniques to compare performance. Particle Swarm In­
telligence utilizes behaviour of traits of flock of birds to iterate towards the optimal 
solution. Further cross entropy method holds lot of substance in its simplicity and 
plug and play concept of resource allocation framework. Due to the complex nature 
of varying user distributions and the efficiency-fairness dual it remains to be seen how 
these and other heuristic techniques compare in terms of performance measures with 
GA which is already discussed.
-M ulti O bjective O ptim ization  To further accommodate pricing, CAPEX OPEX 
analysis along with fairness and efficiency it would be handy to evaluate the Pareto 
front using known techniques like Multi Objective Optimization algorithms which are 
already developed.
-Energy Efficiency It was shown in our analysis that decoupled power allocation 
outperforms coupled power allocation for a wide range of IS D , B , V. However, coupled 
power allocation has advantage in certain conditions of fair usage. However it remains to 
be seen how this performance measures in terms of user mobility, revenue maximization 
and purely discrete energy metrics. Is there an optimal power quantization level which
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is sensitive to the frequency of transmission and guarantees energy efficiency compared 
to existing techniques using the same spectrum.
7.3 Sum m ary
This work proposed a novel frequency planning framework in CC-CMAC. Cell based 
QoS balancing function using joint bin and power allocation is a promising step in the 
area of network MIMO research. For future work, it is proposed that cell tapering in 
cellular architecture should be implemented as an extension, followed by comparison 
with other heuristic techniques. The energy efficiency could be implemented for such 
a setting using more detailed analysis of coupled /  decoupled power allocations. The 
framework of QoS balancing can be extended to include inter operator resource man­
agement, in a multi objective optimization problem framework for users in a cellular 
MAC. This will make the frequency planning framework more in line with the needs of 
the operators and standardization committees in general.
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